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Abstract approved:

Aerial photography provides a method of analyzing dispersion

of wastes that are discharged into the ocean. This method is more

comprehensive than conventional boat sampling in dispersion studies.

The photographic technique permits waste concentrations to be

measured throughout the plume in one instant; thereby allowing the

diffusion analysis to be based on a nonsteady state model rather than

the normally assumed steady state model.

Field studies were conducted on the waste plume from an ocean

outfall. Waste concentrations were measured by conventional boat

sampling while aerial photography was taken of the area, Com-

puterized procedures were developed for computing the water cur-

rents, waste concentrations and diffusion coefficients from the

photography. Comparisons of waste concentrations indicated that the

discrepancies are due primarily to changing and shifting of the waste

field in this dynamic environment,
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AIR PHOTO ANALYSIS OF WASTE DISPERSION
FROM OCEAN OUTFALLS

INTRODUCTION

Purpose of Research

Ocean outfall sewers for the disposal of waste along the Pacific

Northwest coastline are, in general, located on the relatively shallow

coastal shelf which is subjected to heavy seas. Sampling from a boat

in these areas is dangerous at all times and impossible much of the

time due to rough water. The use of aerial photography and photo-

grammetric methods presents a possible method for overcoming this

difficulty. From two to eight hours of continuous sampling from a

boat is required to adequately define the waste field in the vicinity of

an ocean outfall. The waste field is usually shifting thus making a

comprehensive study nearly impossible by conventional methods, The

aerial photographic techiique presents a method where concentrations

throughout the waste field can be measured in one instant. Considera-

tion of these factors suggest that photogrammetry can be a most use-

ful tool for water quality investigations. Prior to this time the use of

aerial photography for water quality studies has been limited to

identifying pollution sources but has not been used for making quantita-

tive measurements from the photographs.

The objective of this research is to develop aerial photographic

methodology for the quantitative evaluation of dispersion of wastes
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from existing ocean outfalls. The field work was limited to the

Georgia-Pacific Kraft pulp mill outfall at Newport because of its con-

venient location. This site provided an additional advantage since the

natural color of the waste effluent was visible on aerial photography.

However, the results of this study are not limited to Kraft pulp mill

outfalls. If the effluent from an outfall has the same light scattering

and light absorption properties as the receiving water, dye can be

added to the effluent to distinguish the waste field from the receiving

body of water.

The Kraft Process of Pulp Manufacturing

In the Pacific Northwest the pulp and paper industry forms an

integral part of the economy. Large volumes of fresh water are

required for the pulping process and as a result large volumes of

waste water must be disposed. Many of the newer plants have been

constructed on or near the coast and discharge their wastes into the

ocean through outfall wers,

The Kraft process (OTNeal, 1966) or sulfate process involves

pulping wood chips in alkaline solution. The economy of the process

depends on the recovery of the cooking chemicals. The wood chips

are about a half inch long and are cooked in a digester under pressure.

A typical cooking liquor contains about 20% sodium hydroxide, 45%

sodium sulfide, 30% sodium carbonate and minor amounts of sodium
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sulfate and sodium thiosulfate, At the end of cooking the pulp,

primarily cellulose, is sent to the washers, The residual chemicals

and soluble compounds are removed from the pulp fiber by a series of

washing operations after which the pulp is sent to rolling machines

for final processing. The cooking liquor or weak black liquor con-

tains the soluble compounds that have been extracted from the wood

fibers such as the lignins, hemicellulose, and resins. This liquor

is sent to the chemical recovery process.

In the process for recovering the cooking chemicals, the solid

content of the weak liquor is increased to about 40 percent. This con-

version of the weak liquor to black liquor is usually accomplished by

means of multiple-effect evaporation. The black liquor is burned in

a recovery furnace and make-up chemicals are added at this point.

In the recovery furnace organic carbon combines with sodium corn-

pounds to form sodium carbonate. The molten chemical from the

recovery furnace is dissolved in water to form green liquor. By a

reaction with calcium hydroxide, the sodium carbonate in the green

liquor is converted to sodium hydroxide. The supernatant liquor is

recycled to the digestion operation while the insoluble calcium car-

bonate is converted to calcium hydroxide by heating and slaking.

The major sources of waste from the pulping process are the

pulp washers and the condensate from the evaporators during the
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concentration process of the black liquor. Water use per ton of pulp

may range from 20, 000 to 60, 000 gallons.

Ocean Outfalls

An ocean outfall is a pipeline that is used for discharging waste

into the ocean. The pipeline extends into the receiving body of water

and usually terminates with a diffuser section where the flow is

divided into a number of small jets which discharge into the receiving

water.

The discharging jets of waste are subjected to momentum forces

and to a buoyant force which is proportional to the density difference

between the effluent and the receiving water. As the jet of liquid rises

towards the surface, it mixes with the ambient fluid and both its

momentum and buoyancy per unit volume decrease. The mixing

causes a waste field to be formed either at the surface or submerged

below the sea surface depending on the hydrography of the site and

initial dilution.

Ocean outfalls along the Pacific Northwest coast are in general

located on the relatively shallow coastal shelf. As a result there is

usually little density stratification in the receiving body. Under these

conditions the effluent, being less dense than sea water will generally

rise to the surface to form a surface waste field. After the initial

dilution due to jet diffusion, the waste is transported from the site by
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current action and continues to mix and spread by natural turbulence

in the receiving body.

Waste Field Diffusion

Numerous investigators have employed solutions to the diffusion

equations for the estimation of waste concentrations in the waste plume

that occurs at an outfall location. If the scale of the current eddies is

much smaller than the dimensions of the waste field, then the Fickian

form of diffusion equation can be applied. The basic equation is;

a ac a

aT )+(D -) -{(V C)
y

+(VC)+(VC)] +S

where V is velocity, C is waste concentration, D is eddy dif-.

fusivity. The first three terms on the right are the diffusion terms,

the next three are convection terms and S represents the sources

and sinks.

Solutions to the equations have required various assumptions

such as steady state condition, no vertical or longitudinal mixing and

unidirectional transport velocity in the X direction. With these

assumptions, the equations becomes:

ac a
V = (Dy }) + aC



where 'a' is a first order decay constant and "aC' represents a

sink or loss in the system.

Early solutions to this equation assumed Dy constant; how-.

ever, investigators have found it to range from 3 x 102 to 4 x 108

cm2/sec. Brooks (1960) has reported a solution to the diffusion equa-

tion with a variable coefficient of diffusivity. The coefficient was

assumed to vary with the four thirds power of the scale.

In a study of diffusion of wastes for a near shore area by the

Allen Hancock Foundation (1964), it was found that "4/3 law" relating

the lateral coefficient of eddy diffusion as a function of average eddy

scale did not hold for the particular oceanic areas studied in their

experiments. Mathematical models used in their experiments were

statistical models based on the Gaussian distribution. Another

important conclusion reached in this study was that vertical diffusion

can contribute significantly to the overall diffusion process when wind

speeds exceed approximately eight knots and/or when column stability

is low.

The stability of the waste field established at the outfall site is

dependent on the initial mixing from the diffusers. The initial dilution

for a properly designed outfall should be sufficient so that the density

stratification induced by the waste field may be destroyed by vertical

turbulent diffusion. The depth of the established field at the outfall is

also a function of the initial dilution. The ratio of waste field depth to
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the length of the jet path from the point of release to the water surface

has been found by Rawn, Boweman and Brooks (1960) to vary from

1/12 to 1/6.

Vertical mixing does occur in the waste field as well as horizontal

mixing, As indicated by Wiegel (1964), vertical mixing is difficult to

study in the laboratory because of limitations of tank size. In these

studies the wind drags the surface water to the downwind end of the

tank producing a hydraulic head which causes a flow in the opposite

direction.

Laboratory studies have indicated that wind drag on the water

surface produces very little mixing. However, when wind generated

waves appear, extremely rapid mixing occurs as wind waves are

rotational in the generating area. On the other hand, there is some

indication that swell is not important to the mixing process as it is

apparently nearly irrotational (Wiegel, 1964).

Masch (1961) conducted a wave study in a wave tank and developed

the following relationship for the coefficient of eddy diffusivity:

D = 0.0038 (Vs + Qw)3
2

y

where Vs is the surface current and Qw is the water particle orbit

speed (Qw = HIT, H = significant wave height and T average wave

period).



Conventional Dye Tracer Studies

The primary method of studying the waste field from an outfall

has been the tracer technique. Use of this method for water quality

studies has been enhanced by the development of highly sensitive

instruments and new dye tracers during the past several years.

The use of radioactive tracers has been limited by handling

problems and misunderstanding by the public. The use of fluorescent

dyes as tracers avoids these objections and gives satisfactory results

in most water quality studies. Fluorescein dye has been used for the

past 50 years but has the disadvantage of a high photochemical decay

rate (Wilson, 1968). Rhodamine B has a low decay rate but tends to

adhere to suspended particles. This may result in a low recovery of

the dye. Rhodamine WT and pontacyl pink dyes both have low sorptive

tendency, but the pontacyl pink is about four times as expensive as the

rhodamine WT solution.

The general procedure for tracing waste discharged from an

existing outfall is to meter the dye tracer into the pipeline. Complete

mixing of the tracer and waste is required, By knowing the tracer

injection rate and the waste discharge rate, the tracer concentration

within the pipeline can be determine, This mixture passes through

the diffusers and forms the waste field. Tracer concentrations in the

waste plume are measured by sampling from a boat, The waste



concentration at any point in the waste field can then be computed from

the samples on the basis of the dye concentration.
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Color aerial photography has great possibilities for improvement

of photographic interpretation. The Coast and Geodetic Survey has

used color photographs to map bottom details to depths as great as 20

meters in Caribbean waters. Color photographs published by Swanson

(1964) indicate the potential of colored aerial photography for interpreta-

tion of water masses. Since both the refractive index and the attenua-

tion coefficient of water are functions of temperature, color photog-

raphy is potentially useful in detecting localized temperature difference

in water. Strandberg (1967) pointed out that tonal patterns are dif-

ferent in the thermal plant discharge plume and in the receiving water.

Strandberg (1966, 1967) of Itek Data Analysis Center has published

numerous examples of color photographs for water quality analysis.

In these examples it was possible to detect the sources of pollution

however no attempt was made to measure pollution concentration.

Color infrared film is sometimes called false color film. The

blue, green and red colors on the photograph result from exposures to

the green, red and infrared bands of the spectrum, respectively

(Fritz, 1967). Besides military uses, the film has been used exten-

sively in the detection of disease and insect pests in forest and agricul-

ture crops (American . . ., 1960). It also has been used advanta-

geously in geological and soils interpretation. When using this film a
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yellow filter is needed to eliminate the blue light, thereby reducing

the degrading effect of haze. As skylight reflection on the water sur-

face is also predominantly blu., infrared color photography of under-

water details will appear clearer than with ordinary color photography.

Generally, the infrared layer on the film is underexposed when

photographing a water body.

Blue light with a wave length of about 480 nm' has the greatest

penetration in the deep ocean waters. In the turbid coastal waters the

greatest penetration occurs at about 530 nm (Jerlov, 1968). Most

black and white film used today for aerial photography is panchromatic

film which is sensitive to the 400-700 nm region of the spectrum.

Orthochromatic film is most sensitive to the green region of the

spectrum and the Russians have used it to chart water depths as great

as 23 meters. A comparative test conducted over the Caspian Sea

with both types of film showed the superiority of the orthochromatic

film if used in combination with a yellow filter for recording under-

water features (Steiner, 1963).

Infrared film is sensitive to both the blue and infrared regions

of the spectrum. It is therefore necessary to use lens filters in order

to limit the exposure to the infrared region. Infrared photography will

record energy in the 700-9 00 nm region. At normal temperatures the

1 -9Nanometers, 10 meters
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energy in this region is predominately reflected energy, not emitted

energy, and is not related to temperature. Due to the high attenuation

of water in the infrared band, water surfaces on an infrared black and

white photograph will normally appear black. This high contrast

between the water and land is used to advantage when mapping the

water line of a body of water.

Multiband camera systems have been developed by several

organizations (Yost and Wenderoth, 1967; Molineux, 1967). This

system has a number of film-filter combinations to take simultaneous

photographs in several regions in the spectrum. This method allows

the proper exposure for each spectral band. Special viewing equip-

ment is needed for visual interpretation of the photography.

In research at the Allen Hancock Foundation it was found that

high optical abs orbance of millipore-filtered water to light at a wave-

length of 230 nm is related to the concentration of sewage. In their

study (Allen . . . , 1964) the ultraviolet absorbance was suggested as

a possible method of tracing the sewage field by direct sampling without

using a tracer. A film sensitive to the ultraviolet region of the spec-

trum might be used to trace the sewage field. However, the ultra-

violet is also the region of maximum atmospheric interference.

Objects at normal temperature radiate thermal infrared rays at

a wave length greater than can be recorded on ordinary infrared film.

Suitable equipment is now available for measuring surface water
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temperatures by remote sensing. Infrared scanning of 4. 5 - 5. 5

micron wavelength has been used successfully by the U. S. Geological

Survey to locate fresh water springs in Hawaii (Fisher, Davis, and

Sousa, 1966), In this study the sea water temperature averaged 73. 5

degrees F while the fresh water temperature was between 60 and 70

degrees F. Scanning in the 8-14 micron wavelength would be most

suitable for water surface temperatures as this is the region of maxi-

mum radiation and the region relatively free of reflected sunlight

interference. It is expected that temperature differences of 0. 2

degrees C can be detected by scanning in this region (Ory, 1965). The

temperature of the waste may provide a suitable tracer for a thermal

effluent discharge. For cooler industrial wastes the use of heat as a

tracer is unlikely since the thermal resolution of the scanning equip-

ment is about the same magnitude as the expected maximum difference

in temperature within the waste field.

Surface currents have been measured successfully with aerial

photography by a number of investigators. The Coast and Geodetic

Survey has been using aerial photography to measure surface tidal

currents for more than ten years (Keller, 1963). Waldichuk (1966)

found long strips of buoyant paper provided an economical target for

surface current measurement as long as the sea was not so rough that

the paper would buckle and twist. A study by the Water Pollution

Research Board of England (1964) indicated that drift cards released
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over the outlet of an ocean outfall did not in general follow the sewage

field but were deflected by the wind; however, drift poles and surface

floats with drogues at about five feet did follow the waste plume.

Romanousky (1966) from the Center for Oceanographic Research

and Studies in Paris has studied diffusion of wastewaters by photo-

graphing dye releases from a balloon. Fresh water with Rhodamine

B or Fluorescein dye added was pumped through a pipe to the bottom

of the sea. The fresh water discharge rose to the surface where it

spread under the influence of surface mixing and was then photographed.

Ichiye and Plutchak (1966) of Columbia University have taken aerial

photographs of Rhodamine B dye patches and have found that the dye

concentrations measured by a shipborne Turner fluorometer

correlated very well with densitometer readings on the aerial negative.

Scherz (1967) at the University of Wisconsin has conducted work

on pollution detection with aerial photography. In this work aerial

photography was taken of various pollution sources using different

film-filter combinations and the optimum film filter was selected by

visual observation. Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (Neumaier et al.

1967) under project Aqua-Map has conducted studies on the reflectance

of various polluted waters using test panels submerged below the water

surface. Both laboratory studies with reflecting spectrometer and

field surveys with aerial cameras have been conducted by the Cornell
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Aeronautical Laboratory. Their study indicated that industrial waste

effluents can in many cases be identified photographically.
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RATI ONALE

Photographic films used in aerial photography are sensitive to

the visible or near visible light. The film density is dependent on the

irradiance reaching the film. The predominant source of this energy

is the sun.

Sun Energy

Energy from the sun passes through the atmosphere to the sea.

Upon reaching the water surface, the radiation is either reflected or

transmitted through this interface. The refracted light is transmitted,

scattered, or absorbed in the sea. Some of the scattered light is

directed upwards and passes through the sea-air interface. A part of

the light emerging from the sea reaches the aerial camera and exposes

the photographic film.

The upper limit of the atmosphere receives energy at an average

rate of about 0. 135 watts per square cm perpendicular to the radiation,

This value fluctuates about ±5% during a yearly period due to the

eccentricity of the earthTs orbit about the sun. The extraterrestrial

energy spectrum of the sun's radiation is shown in Figure 1

(Hutchinson, 1957).

The normal spectrum of solar radiation that reaches the sea

surface is also shown in Figure 1. Solar radiation when passing
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through the atmosphere is reduced by scattering and absorption. The

amount of radiation received at the earth's surface (H)Z can be

estimated by

H = H exp(-KL)

where K is the attenuation coefficient which varies with wave length,

H is the incoming radiation at the outer atmosphere and L is the

light path length (Elterman and Toolin, 1965).
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Figure 1. Spectral distribution of radiant energy.

ere

2Terms in this chapter are defined where first used. Definitions
of these terms are also listed in Appendix A.



Absorption of light depends on the composition of the air, mainly

water vapor, carbon dioxide and ozone, and the wave length of light.

It can be seen in Figure 1, that there are several zones of selective

absorption. The ultraviolet part of the sun's radiation with a wave

length of 290 nm or less is completely cut off by atmospheric ozone

layer and oxygen before it reaches the earth's surface. In the near

infrared region (0. 7 to 5 microns), the selective absorption is pri-

manly due to water vapor and carbon dioxide (Holter, 1967).

The attenuation depends not only on the turbidity in the atmos -

phere but also on the length of path through the atmosphere. The

length of the light path varies approximately as the secant of the zenith

angle (i). Hence, the zenith angle (1) is involved in reducing illumina-

tion in two ways. First, the intensity on a horizontal surface is cos(i)

times the intensity on a plane normal to the radiation and secondly,

the path traversed by radiation through the atmosphere is greater for

large angles than for the small angles. The irradiance on a horizontal

plane at sea surface is

H = H cos(i) exp(-A sec(i)) (1)
S 0

where A is the extinction optical thickness and includes Rayleigh

attenuation, aerosol attenuation, and ozone absorption for a standard

atmosphere (Elterman and Toolin, 1965).

In clean, dry air molecular scattering is of primary importance.
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The scattering by very small particles of molecular dimensions is

inversely proportional to the fourth power of the wavelength (Jensen,

1968) and therefore affects the shorter wavelengths more than the

longer wavelengths. This is the reason most black and white aerial

photography is taken with the minus-blue filter. As the particle sizes

in the atmosphere increase, the wavelength of maximum scatter

becomes less selective and extends into the green, yellow, etc

regions of the spectrum. Hence, the color of the sky changes toward

cloud white as the particles increase from molecular to aerosol size.

As a result aerial photography taken under turbid atmospheric con-

ditions, requires filtering out of more of the spectrum, including

green and possibly yellow light to produce a noticeable effect

(Tarkington, 1966). This also is why photographs taken in the near

infrared wavelengths are better able to penetrate haze.

Light Reflection

Since the reflected light from the water surface will not con-

tribute information on the material in the water, it should be reduced

to a minimum. The incident light includes both direct sunlight and

diffused skylight. The reflection of direct sunlight will be partially

polarized and can be reduced from exposing the film by the proper

orientation of a polarized filter. On a cloudless day, the skylight will

be predominantly blue and the surface reflection of diffused light can
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be reduced with a minus blue filter. Figure 2 shows the effect of the

sun altitude on the irradiance of skylight and direct sunlight (Jones

and Condit, 1948).
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Figure 2, Direct sunlight and skylight on a horizontal plane.

The height of the sun above the horizon is critical for vertical

aerial photography of a water surface, The maximum height deter-

mines the amount of reflected light reaching the film while the mini-

mum height determines light penetration into the sea, If the sea

surface were calm, a single mirror-like reflection of the sun would
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appear. As the sea surface is generally not smooth, the zenith angle

of the sun must be greater than half the angular coverage of the camera

to avoid photographing the sun spot glare, The width of the glitter pat-

tern about the sun's reflection is an indication of the maximum slope

of the sea surface. Cox and Munk (1955) have studied roughness of the

sea surface by analyzing photographs of the 5unTS glitter. Swanson

(1964) has indicated that the diameter of the sun glare at photo scale

varies from about 1 1/2 inches for calm water to about 7 inches for

waters in the windy coastal areas. As shown in Figure 3, a sloping

water surface will require that the minimum zenith angle of the sun

be at least half the angular coverage of the aerial camera plus twice

the water surface slope if the photography is to be free of sun's glare.

The slope of waves can vary from 0° to over 90° for breaking waves.

It is therefore necessary to select a reasonable value of slope which

will eliminate most of the sun spot glare for the expected sea condi-

tions during photography. Studies (Cox and Munk, 1954) have mdi-

cated that for a 3-knot wind the maximum slope is about 15 0 and about

250 for an 18-knot wind. For photographing underwater objects Faas

(1960) suggests that the slope 18.5 0 be used. This would indicate that

the sun's zenith angle at the time of photography be at least 370 plus

half the angular coverage of the aerial camera, if the sun's glitter is

to be avoided on vertical photography.

The light reaching the water surface is either reflected from or



Figure 3. Sunlight reflection from a sloping surface
I")
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refracted through the air-sea interface, As shown in Figure 4, the

incident light (H ) is divided into that which penetrates the sea (H
S w

and that which is reflected from the interface. If i is the angle of

incidence of the incoming radiation and j is the angle of refraction,

then sin(i)/sin(j) is equal to the index of refraction for water or

about 4/3. The reflectivity of an optically flat water surface is

theoretically obtained for unpolarized light from Fresnel's law (Jerlov,

1968) which gives the ratio (p) of reflected energy to incoming radia-

tion and is

2.. .2
1 tan (i-j) sin

2

(ii)] (2)
tan (i+j) sin (i+j)

where the terms inside the brackets are for the components of light

parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence. A plot of the

percent reflectivity for angles of incidence from 0 to 90 degrees is

shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that the reflectivity increases

rapidly when the angle of incidence exceeds 60 degrees. The irradiance

(H ) below the sea surface and normal to the beam is
w

H = (1 p )Hs sec(j) (3)
w a

Light Attenu3tion in the Sea

The radiation that penetrates the surface of the sea is progres-

sively diminished by extinction as it travels through the water. The

attenuation of light is caused by scattering and absorption. By applying
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Figure 4. Light penetration into the sea.
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Lambert's and Beer's laws for monochromatic light the intensity

H (z) at some depth z below the sea surface is given by

H (z) Hw exp(-Cz sec(j)) (4)

C=a+bW (5)

where C is the attenuation coefficient for sea water and waste, 'a'

is the sea water attenuation coefficient, b is the waste absorption

coefficient and W is the waste concentration. The attenuation

coefficients for sea water and waste are shown in Figure 5. Minimum

attenuation of sea water occurs at about 540 nm while the minimum

for the waste is about 700 nm.
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Figure 5. Typical attenuation coefficients.
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Light Scattering in the Sea

The attenuation coefficients of both sea water and the waste can

be divided into attenuation due to absorption and attenuation due to

scattering. The scattering of light in a turbid medium is caused by

reflection and diffraction of light rays by small particles of suspended

matter and colloidal solutions. As in the atmosphere, if the size of

the particles is small compared to the wavelength of light, then the

intensity of the scattering light is inversely proportional to the wave-

length to the th power. The exponent n decreases with increasing

particle size from the value of four for pure water to approaching zero

for coarse suspended matter (Jensen, 1968). Thus for solutions with

small particles, the blue light has the maximum scatter, while for

solutions with larger particles all colors are scattered about the same

amount.

By definition of the volume scattering function f3 (a), the

scattered light intensity (dJ) from an incremental volume dV is

dJ = H(z) 13(a) dV (6)

where a is the angle between the incident beam and the scattered

light.

Figure 6 shows the variation in the volume scattering function

for both sea water and pure water (Jerlov, 1964). It can be seen that

the curve for pure water is symmetrical with a minimum at a equal
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to 90 degrees. The scattering function for sea water varies greatly

with a.
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Figure 6. Volume scattering function.

The variation of the scattering angle (a) on an aerial photograph

is shown in Figure 7. The angle between the incoming direct light in

the sea and the scattered light reaching the camera changes with

position; hence, the intensity of scattered light from below the sea

surface will also vary. For a vertical photograph taken with a 6-inch
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Figure 7. Variation in the scattering angle.
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aerial camera when the sun's zenith angle is 55 degrees, the angle

"a1'
would vary from about 110 degrees to 170 degrees.

Figure 8 is a plot of data taken from work by Tyler and

Richardson (1958). In this study a nephelometer was used to measure

the radiant intensity scattered from a volume for various scattering

angles (a). A contaminant of skim milk was added at various con-

centrations. The light scattering for the various solutions is directly

related to concentration of the contaminant.

For scattering by large particles, the intensity of the scattered

light is proportional to the particle surface area that is exposed to the

incident beam (Jerlov, 1968). If the particle size is uniform, then

the intensity of the scattered light is proportional to the waste con-

centration. In the upper plot in Figure 8 the volume scattering function

is shown as a linear function of the waste concentration From the

lower plot in Figure 8, it can be seen that the function 13(a) can be

approximated by

13(a) = P()( + K'W)

where 13(a) is the volume scattering function of the sea water, K'

is a constant for a particular waste and W is the waste concentration.

As shown in Figure 9, if R is the distance from the volume

element (dV) to the point where the scattered light strikes the sur-

face and d2 is the solid angle formed at the surface by dv, then
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dV = R2 dc2dR (7)

In addition, the emerging ray of scattered light from the incremental

volume will be augmented by diffused light of almost uniform intensity

in all directions. As the intensity of the light which is scattered for

the second time will be approximately three orders of magnitude less

than that of the direct lighting, the addition of the rescattered light to

the emerging ray will not be considered. The intensity of the emerging

ray dJ will be reduced by the absorption and scattering of the water

and particles. From the inverse square law, the irradiance from the

scattering volume incident on a normal plane to the beam at the sur-

face is

dHsw exp(-CR) (8)

By combining equations, the irradiance at the surface is

Hsw =
Ho(ct) cos(i)(l - pa) exp(-A sec(i))d2

cos(i2) cos(j)

(1 + KW) exp(-(a+bW)(sec(j) + sec(i))z) dz (9)

If the waste concentration is a known function of the depth (z),

then equation 9 can be integrated numerically. However, if the waste

field forms a relatively stable layer at the surface and the waste con-

centration is approximately uniform throughout the depth of this layer,

then equation 9 can be integrated directly.

If the waste concentration is not a function of depth and
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exp(-(a + bW) z (sec(j) + sec(i2)) approaches zero, equation 9 reduces

to

(1 + KTW) Ho13 (a) cos(i)(l - pa) exp(-A sec(i))d2
0Hsw = (10)

(a+bW) cos(i2) cos(j)(sec(i2) + sec(j))

Evaluation of exp(-Cz(sec(j) + sec(i2))) is shown in Figure 10

for the green, red, and infrared regions of the spectrum. The expres-

sion was evaluated for values of the angles j and i2 other than those

listed in Figure 10; however, the expression was relatively insensitive

to changes in these angles. Average values of attenuation coefficients

were selected from Figure 5. It can be seen from the upper plot in

Figure 10 that 90% of the light returned in the infrared region is from

the upper half meter of water. In the red and green bands the depth

above which 90% of the light is returned is a function of the waste con-

centration. From the lower plot in Figure 10, it can be seen that in

the open sea 50% of the light in the red and green bands is returned

from the upper two and four meters, respectively.

Radiance from the Sea

From equation 10 the radiance (Nw) from the scattering

volume below the sea surface is

HswNw= d2
(11)

The light spreads into a larger solid angle when passing through the

sea-air interface (Jerlov, 1968) and the radiance in air is
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NwNa = _-- (1 pw) (12)
n

where n is the refractive index of water and pw is the reflectivity

of light at the interface,

In addition to the upward radiance from the sea, the light

reaching the photographic sensor includes skylight reflection, direct

sunlight reflection and path radiance intensity. Reflectance of skylight

from a rough sea surface can be approximated by a Lambert reflector

while the direct sunlight is reflected specularly, Skylight radiance

reflected from the surface is given by

HsyN sky = ps (13)

where ps is reflectivity of the skylight and was found by Burt (1953)

to be approximately 0. 066, The skylight irradiance (Hsky) is a

function of solar altitude, atmospheric Scattering and wave length of

light. Path radiance intensity is a function of the length of sight ray,

angle between sight and sun rays, atmospheric condition and wave

length. For a clear atmosphere, skylight irradiance will be due pre-

dominently to Rayleigh scattering and will have greatest influence on

the shorter wave lengths. The reflection of direct sunlight is mathe-

matically easier to estimate in magnitude by Fresnel's equations but

its direction is difficult to predict without knowing the surface con-

figuration of the sea, Since the Fresnel's equations are nearly



independent of wave length, the magnitude of direct sunlight reflection

will be proportional to each other in spectral bands of the sensor

If N is the radiance from the sea surface and the path radiance

is neglected then the radiance at the sensor is

Nc = N exp(-E sec(j2)) (15)

where E is the extinction optical thickness for the attenuation by the

atmosphere from the sea to the camera. E is therefore a function of

flying height and wave length. N includes the skylight reflection

(N sky), direct sunlight reflection (Nd), and upward radiance from

the sea and the waste (Na) or

NNsky+Nd+Na (16)

By combining equations 10, 11, 12, 13, and 16 the radiance N is

equal to

H skyN=ps +Nd+
11

(1 pw)(l + KTW) (a)Ho exp(-A sec(i)) cos(i)(l pa)

n2 (a + bW) cos(j) cos(i2)(sec(i2) + sec(j))

(17)

The first term on the right is the skylight reflection, the second

term is direct sunlight reflection and the last term is the uplighting

from the sea (Na).

Equation 17 can be expanded by writing the equation for each of

the spectral bands of the color photo. The subscripts b, g, and r
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refer to the blue, green and red bands, respectively.

(1 +KW)
Nb K1p

Hs + K Nd + K3Y (exp(Ab sec(i)))
ab +bbW

p0 (18)
S iT 2

(1 +K'W)
Hs ky

N = K + K N + K6Y (exP(Ag sec(i))) a +w (a) (19)
g 4s TT 5d

g g

(1 + K' W)Hsky r 3 (a) (20)N = K p + K8Nd + K9Y (exp(-A sec(i))) a -I-b W or 7s iT r r

A typical spectral signature of both the open sea and the waste

field is shown in Figure 11. The effect of skylight, direct sunlight,

and waste on the spectral signature is shown in the figure. Whenever

possible direct sunlight reflection from the water surface should be

avoided as it will cause interference with the data processing. Hence,

the second term on the right of the three equations is zero. As sky-

light is predominantly blue

K1 1, K4- 0, K7-'-0

The waste absorption coefficient in the blue region (bb) of equation 18

is extremely high and the third term of this equation is approximately

zero. Rewriting equations 18, 19, and 20

N = K Hsky
b is iT

(21)

(1 +K'W)
NKY

g 6 a +b exP(Ag sec(i)) (22)
g g

(1 + K' W)rN =KY exr 9 a +b W P(_Ar sec(i)) (23)
r r
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Where Y is a constant for the three bands at a point on the

photograph and is equal to

Ho (1 pw)(l pa) cos(i)3(a)
Y=z

n cos(j) cos(i2)(sec(i2) + sec(j))

The Y term can be eliminated by taking the ratio (Rp) of the red

and green radiance

1 +1('W a +b W
Rp = K10 1 + KW +

exp(-(A - A ) sec(i)) (24)
g r r r g
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where K10 is a constant.

1 + K' Wr . .is the scattering coefficient ratio and shows the effect
1 +K'W

g
of scattering on the composition of the scattered light. As the particle

size is relatively large compared to the wavelength of light, the

scattered light is of nearly the same composition as the incident light.

Therefore, this term is approximately equal to one.
a +b W

g gThe term represents the change in light compositiona +b Wr r
due to the selective absorption of the waste and the sea water.

exp(_(Ar - Ag) sec(i)) is the atmospheric attenuation ratio and

shows the effect of the sun's altitude on the incident light composition.

From equation 24 the ratio at the sea surface (Rph) is

a +b W
g

Rph = Rp exp((A - A ) sec(i)) = K10 a +b Wg r r

Photographic Measurement of Light

The aerial photograph is a light detector and can be used to

measure the light return from objects. As shown in Figure 12, j2 is

the angle between the ray to the camera and the vertical. If the angle

between the ray and the camera axis is represented by c, then by

geometry

t'Zo)2 Icos(c)dA = dA'
{J lcos(j2)J



Figure 1 2. Geometry of exposure calculation.
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where dA is the area on the sea surface included in the densitometer

aperture area dA' on the photographic film, Zo is the flying height

and f is the focal length of the camera. The solid angle subtended by

the lens of diameter D is

[D cos(j2)) 2 cos(c)
Zo J

The radiant flux (dp') collected by the camera lens is

dp' = N dA cos(j2)d

The irradiance of the film image is

H' - = KdA' 12

TR N cos4(c)

(FNO)2
(26)

where K12 is a constant, FNO is the relative aperture of the lens

(f/D), TR is the lens transmittance and N is the object radiance at

the camera.

The photographic exposure (EX) is the product of image

irradiance (HT) or the rate at which energy is incident upon a unit

area of the film and the time (TIM) during which it acts. The equa-

tion

EXH'xTIM (27)

ndicates that there are many combinations of H' and TIM that will

give the same exposure. This is known as the Reciprocity Law and is

correct for normal aerial photography where extremes in exposure
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times are not employed.

The density of a film is defined as the common logarithm of the

reciprocal of the transmittance or the logarithm of the ratio of incident

light on the film and the transmitted light through the film. The

relationship between film density and the exposure is shown by the

characteristic curves of a film. The curve is a plot of log exposure

against film density for a particular development. A typical

characteristic curve is shown in Figure 13 (American . . . , 1968).

0
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Log Exposures

Figure 13. Typical characteristic curve of an aerial positive film.
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The characteristic curve can be divided in three parts; the lower

part of the curve AB which is concaved upward is known as the toe,

the straight line portion of the curve BC, and the top part of the

curve CD which is concaved downward and is known as the shoulder

region. The toe of the characteristic curve approaches a horizontal

line at some value of density greater than zero. This value represents

the density of the base of the film.

The slope of the straight line portion of the characteristic curve

is known as the film gamma. The greater the gamma the greater the

contrast or the greater the difference in densities on a given photo-

graph. The gamma is a characteristic of the film but varies within

limits with different development time. The speed or exposure index

of the film is indicated by the horizontal position of the characteristic

curve along the exposure axis.

If the exposure of the film is on the straight line portion of the

D log E curve, then the film density can be expressed by

D(x, y) = M + G in (EX) (28)

D(x, y) is the film density at the point on the photo with film

coordinates x and y, M is a constant representing the film speed,

G is the gamma or contrast of the film and EX is the exposure.

Combining equations 27 and 28 and solving for the image

irradiance



K
H'

13 exp((D(x, y) M)/G)
TIM

The radiance from the sea as measured at the camera station is

determined from equations 26 and 29

N
K14 (FNO)2 exp((D(x,y) M)/G)

c (TIM)(TR) cos (c)

By including the atmospheric attenuation, the radiance at the sea

surface (N) is equal to
K15 (FNO)2

N= 4(TIM)(TR) cos (c)
exp(D(x, y)/G + E sec(j2))
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(29)

(30)

(31)

where the term exp(-M/G) has been included in the constant (K15).

The factor exp(E sec(j2)) compensates for the atmospheric attenua-

tion of the light from the sea surface to the camera. Writing equation

31 for each of the three spectral bands:

K 6(FNO)2 exp(D(xy)/G + Eb sec(j2))
Nb=

1 (32)
(TIM)(TRb) cos (c)

K (FNO)2 exp(D (x, y)/G + E sec(j2))
N

17 (33)
4g (TIM)(TR ) cos (c)

g

K 8(FNO)2 exp(D (x, Y)/Gr + Er sec(j2))
N

1

r 4(TIM)(TR ) cos (c)r

The ratio (R) of the red and green radiance is obtained by dividing

equation 34 by 33
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R = = K19 exp((D (x, ) - Dg(X y))/G + (Er Eg) sec(j2)) (35)

For the color films used on this project the gamma (G) was nearly

the same in the three spectral bands. As in equation 25, the value of

Rph is defined as

Rph = R exp(A A ) sec(i)
p r g (36)

= K19 exp((D (x, y) - Dg(X y))/G+(E Eg) sec(j2) +(Ar g)5ec(i

where angle i is the angle of incidence for the direct sunlight and

A and A are the extinction optical thickness of a standard atmos-r g

phere for the red and green bands, respectively.

For a rough sea surface the reflected skylight in the blue band

is approximately uniform over the photograph. Any deviation from a

uniform light return in this band was assumed to be caused by direct

sunlight reflection and change in light path radiance. This inter-

ference will also cause a variation in the ratio Rph in equation 36

If Rpho is the ratio of red to green radiance from the sea where

no waste is present and this value is adjusted for the atmospheric

attenuation as in equation 36, it can be estimated by the following

regression model for any point on the photograph.

Rpho = B0 + B1 SIJNR + B2 (Nb) + E (37)

In this equation B0, B1 and B2 are regression coefficients to be

determined by a least squares fit of the model to the data points
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outside the waste field. SUNR is the angle between the ray from the

sea to the camera station and the direct sunlight reflected from a

horizontal surface. Nb is the light returned to the camera in the blue

band of the spectrum.

Light path radiance will effect the film density of the blue band

due to the Rayleigh scattering in the atmosphere. As both the

atmospheric attenuation and the light path radiance are functions of

the length of the light ray, the attenuation term is omitted from

equation 32. Combining the effect of atmospheric attenuation, lens

transmittance, light path radiance and the constant into a new term

(ATR), equation 32 can be written

Nb =

ATR (FNO)2 exp(Db(x$ y)/G)

(TIM) cos4(c)

The value of ATR can be determined by a least squares regression

analysis for selected points outside the direct sunlight reflection.

The model employed in this analysis was

ATR = A0 + A1(j2) + A2(j2)2 + E (39)

A0, A1 and A2 are regression coefficients and j2 is the angle

between the ray to the camera and the vertical. The radiance in the

blue band (Nb) is primarily skylight reflection and for this analysis

it was assumed constant for selected points outside the direct sunlight

reflection.
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The ratio anomaly (RA) is defined as

RA = Rph - Rpho

and is the variation in the ratio of red to green light returned from

within the sea due to the presence of waste. The value of the ratio

anomaly is determined from equations 36 and 37.

Waste Concentrations from Aerial Photogrpy

The relationship between the photographic value RA and the

waste concentration can be developed from equation 25 as

(a b -a b )Wrg gr
RA = K10[ a (a + b W) (40)

r r r

Evaluation of the term in the brackets of equation 40 is shown in

Figure 14. The relationship between the photographic value RA

and the waste concentration is a function of the sea water attenuation

coefficients and the waste absorption coefficients. Average values of

these coefficients were selected from Figure 5. The upper curve in

Figure 14 is for the ratio of red to green radiance. For comparison

two other curves were included. The lower curve is for the ratio of

infrared to red and the center curve is for the ratio of infrared to

green. While the ratio of red to green radiance is the most sensitive

to changes in waste concentration, it is also the ratio with the greatest

interference to skylight reflection and light path radiance.
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Figure 14. Spectral response curves



Curves such as those shown in Figure 14 are useful in pre-

dicting the response of different film-filter combinations for measuring

waste concentrations; however, interference must be considered. If

the two regions of the spectrum are measured with two cameras, the

camera settings can be adjusted for optimum exposure in each band.

By using high contrast developer and/or film, the sensitivity of the

film density to the waste concentration can be increased.

From equation 40 the waste concentration can be expressed as

W C1 (RA) + C2(RA)2 + (41)

where C1 and C are coefficients. A stepwise regression analysis

of this model has shown that only the first two terms are significant.

The coefficients in equation 4 are functions of the attenuation

coefficients of the sea water and the waste. If B is defined as
c

abrr
B =K

c 11 (ab -ab)rg gr
then the expected values of the coefficients C1 and Ca in equation 41

are
a

C1 = () B
r

C2 = () Bc2
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It is anticipated that after sufficient data have been acquired and

analyzed, the values of the coefficients, C1 and C2, can be

estimated from laboratory measurements of a waste sample from the

pipeline rather than by sampling the waste field from a boat at the

time of aerial photography.
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES

In order to achieve the goals of this research project, the Kraft

pulp mill outfall at Newport, Oregon, was selected as the study site.

The Georgia-Pacific pulp and paper plant at Toledo produces about

900 tons of pulp per day. Waste from the process is pumped through

an eight-mile pipeline to the outfall at Newport. Flow rates vary from

six to twelve million gallons per day. The 21-inch diameter outfall

was rebuilt and extended to 3500 ft offshore in 1965. The outfall

terminates with a wye diffuser in about 40 feet of water at low tide.

Location of the outfall is shown in Figure 15.

Thirteen outlet ports are located at 20-foot intervals on each leg

of the wye The three-inch diameter ports discharge

horizontally into the sea. The ports are oriented so that they dis-

charge alternately on opposite sides of the header.

The temperature of the waste in the pipeline on shore is about

100 to 110 degrees F. The effluent being less dense than sea water

will usually rise to the surface where it forms a waste field.

Data Aguisition

Field work was conducted during the summer of 1968, The

general procedure employed in the collection of data was to take aerial

photography of the waste field and at the same time sample the plume
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Figure 15. Outfall location.
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by conventional methods from a boat.

Accurate control for positioning the boat and orientation of the

photography was essential. In the data processing phase of the study,

concentrations computed from the photograph are compared to those

measured by sampling from the boat. Since the comparison requires

matching of ground coordinates, an accurate control network was

established, thus eliminating the possibility of discrepancies in con-

centration being due to error in positioning.

Shore control for boat location and photograph orientation was

provided by a ten-mile tellurometer traverse between two USC & GS

triangulation stations. The traverse extended from a triangulation

station on the south to station Yaquina Head Lighthouse on the North.

Six traverse stations were established and marked with three quarter-

inch steel rods 30 inches long. The traverse is shown in Figure 16.

Horizontal angles were measured with a Wild T-3 theodolite. Initially

the distances were to be measured with a geodimeter but due to poor

visibility, a tellurometer was used. As the tellurometer measures

slope distance, the station elevations were determined by reciprocal

vertical angles.

The established stations were marked with white cloth for photo

identification. A typical shore control station is shown in Figure 17.

The tripod signal in the foreground was used to sight the station from
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Figure 17. Shore station.

Figure 18. Setting control buoys.
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the boat. For some of the preliminary survey work such as

bathymetry3 and setting buoys, the boat's position was determined by

three-point sextant fixes from the vessel,

In addition to the shore control, horizontal control was required

in the water for photo orientation. The general locations of the control

buoys are shown in Figure 16. The buoys were positioned so that each

photo would contain a minimum of three control points for photographic

orientation,

Control buoys were four-foot square plywood floats three inches

deep attached to 500 lb concrete anchors. The floats were constructed

of a two-inch thick sheet of polyurthene between two sheets of half-inch

plywood. To hold the float together a metal flashing was fastened

around the edge and an eye bolt was placed through the center of the

float. The mooring line was attached to the eye bolt. This line con-

sisted of a ten-foot length of half-inch chain attached to each end of

a half-inch polyprophylene rope. A swivel was placed between the top

section of chain and the rope, The weight of the chain added stability

to the anchoring system. In addition, the top 10-foot section of chain

prevented vandalism by boaters.

The scope of the mooring line was made as short as possible to

minimize movement of the float about the anchor yet long enough to

3Measurement of water depth.
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prevent movement of the anchor during normal summer months. The

mooring line was made equal to the depth of water at MLLW plus 20

feet. Summer storms did take out three of the near shore buoys which

were set in less than 20 feet of water. Photo in Figure 18 was taken

while replacing these buoys.

The Oceanography Department's 34-foot vessel Paiute was used

for all boat work except the bathymetry and shore signal recon-

naissance The purpose of the bathymetry was to determine the

required length of mooring lines for the control buoys. The recon-

naissance boat work was conducted from the Civil Engineering Depart-

ment's Sea Hunter, The summer schedule of boat work is shown in

Table 1.

Cooperative arrangements were made with Georgia-Pacific

Corporation to maintain a nearly constant waste discharge rate while

field work was in progress. In addition they provided the project with

a dye tracer injection station installed on their outfall line near the

beach. The station was equipped with a tap to the pipe line for inject-

ing the tracer. A positive displacement pump was employed for con-

tinuous tracer injection into the pipe line and compressed air was

utilized for the dye slug injection. Pressure in the pipe line at the

station varied from zero at low tide to about five psi at high tide for

the pipe line flow rates encountered during the study. A summary of

the effluent and tracer flow rates are listed in Table 2.



Table 1. Boat schedule summary.

Date Vessel Time Purpose Remarks

6-29 Sea Hunter - - Signal recon Cancelled, weather

7- 1 Sea Hunter 10-1400 Signal recon

7-11 Paiute -_ Bathymetry Cancelled, Paiute
repair

7-18 Sea Hunter 800-1800 Bathymetry

7-23 Palute 800-1700 Set buoys Set six buoys

7-29 Paiute 800-1345 Set buoys Set four buoys

8- 2 Paiute 700-1515 Sample plume Equipment trouble

8- 8 Paiute 700-2030 Sample plume Aerial photography

8-10 Paiute 700-1530 Sample plume Foggy

8-14 Paiute 700-1830 Sample plume Cloudy

8-15 Paiute 700-1000 Sample plume Rainy

8-16 Paiute 700-1915 Sample plume Aerial photography

8-21 Paiute 700-2000 Sample plume Aerial photography

8-22 Paiute 700-1315 Sample plume Rainy

9- 9 Paiute 1030-1400 Sample plume Cloudy

9-10 Paiute 930-2000 Sample plume Aerial photography

9-11 Paiute 700-1400 Sample plume Cloudy

9-12 Paiute 700-1900 Sample plume Aerial photography

9-13 Paiute 900-1300 Remove buoys



Table 2. Pumping rate summary.

Date Effluent
Time FlOWa

gpm

8- 8 AM 5675
PM 5550

8-10 AM 4700
PM 4800

8-14 AM 7600
PM 7575

8-15 AM 7575
PM 7550

8-16 AM 7550
PM 7550

8-21 AM 7350
PM 7425

8-22 AM 7820
PM 7850

9-10 AM 7450

9-10 PM 7450

9-li AM 8950

20% Rhodamine WT Tracer
Time (PDT) Flow
start stop mi/mm

0625 - 1830 100

0505 - 1450 31

0526 - 1400 28

0530 - 1100 16

0600 - 1835 16

0600 - 1730 32

0745 slug 1 gal.
0815 slug 1 gal.
0845 slug 1 gal.

0730 slug 1 gal.
0805 slug 1 gal.
0845 slug 1 gal.
0930 slug 1 gal.

1315 slug 1 gal.
1415 slug 1 gal.
1515 slug 1 gal.
1615 slug 1 gal.

0715 slug 2 gal.
0815 slug 2 gal.
0915 slug 2 gal.

1800 379-12 AM 6750 0615
PM 6750

aF1OW rates from Georgia-Pacific Corporation.
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Tracer concentrations were measured in the waste plume at the

time of aerial photography. Two continuous flow fluorometers

aboard the Paiute were used to sample from four depths. Intake ports

for the instruments were along the leading edge of the five-foot keel of

a six-foot long towed vessel. The vessel constructed of fiber-glassed

floatation foam was towed eight feet off the Paiute's beam to avoid the

bow wake, With this sampling device, the intake ports were always

at a constant depth below the water surface. By a valve arrangement

on the Paiute, the sampling depth for fluorometer one could be

selected at either one half foot or one foot below the water surface.

The sampling depth for fluorometer two was either two or five feet.

The fluorometer readings were continuously recorded by chart

recorders. During the sample collection the fluorometer operator

would mark the chart for each position, record position numbers,

indicate any fluorometer scale change and sampling depth change. A

summary of the fluorometer sampling is shown in Table 3.

Surface floats were used to measure water currents. The floats

were four feet square by two inches thick fibergiassed, polyurthane

board which was painted orange. Drogues were made of herculite

material fitted over a conduit frame to form a cross banner 4 1/2 feet

in length and in width. Prior to photography floats were set with

drogues at zero, five, or ten feet from the surface.
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Table 3. Fluorometer sampling summary.

Date Time Position Nos. Remarks

8- 8 10:06-10:58 1- 48 No photography
16:06-18:09 56-147

8-14 10:24-11:40 10- 86 No photography

8-16 14:25-16:53 20-125

8-21 12:10-13:41 15-106 PhotographyinA.M.
16:03-16:21 123-141

9-10 10:30-12:06 11-106 Submergedplume
9-10 16:15-17:42 120-207 Submergedplume
9-11 09:25-10:57 1- 93 Submerged plume

No photography

9-12 09:25-10:49 1- 86 Submerged plume

9-12 15:49-17:11 103-185

While sampling was in progress, the position of the survey

vessel was determined by triangulation. Simultaneous horiz ontal

angles were measured from two shore stations with Wild T-2

theodolites. The radio operator aboard the boat would signal the

theodolite operators when the position was to be taken. The boats

position was determined at one-minute intervals when continuous

sampling was underway. The angles were radioed to the boat for

navigational plotting. Final plotting was done on the computer con-

trolled calcomp plotter.

Ground swell was estimated from the fathometer aboard the

Paiute. An automatic recording anemometer station on the south jetty

failed to operate properly and wind data were obtained from Coast
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Guard records and estimates made aboard the research vessel,

Table 4 is a summary of tide, wave, and wind information during the

sampling.

The aerial photography was taken by Western Aerial Contractors

of Eugene, Oregon. Photography was taken from two altitudes using

precise mapping cameras. The small scale photography was intended

to be used for buoy location by analytical strip bridging. However, it

was found more convenient to triangulate the position of the buoys from

the shore stations. The low altitude photography was at a scale of

1:6, 000 and was intended to be used for photo analysis of the waste

field. A summary of the photography is shown in Table 5. Cameras

with focal lengths of 11 1/4, 8 1/4, 6, and 3 1/2 inches were used in

the photography. As shown in Table 5 color film 9 1/2 inches wide

was used for all the photography. The photography taken On August 21,

1968, with the 3 1/2-inch focal length camera was under exposed

about one stop.

The aerial film which was 9 1/2 inches wide and 75 ft long was

processed in the OSU Physics Department Photo Laboratory. A

Morse B-5 rewind film processor was used to develop the film and

an A-5 film dryer used to dry the film, In order to insure consistent

processing, new chemicals were used for each roll and the manu-

facturer's directions were strictly followed. Kodak E-3 process was

used for the development of the Ektachrome 8442 film, GAF AR-iC



Table 4, Wind, wave and tide data.

WaveWind
Height

Date Time Tide Velocity Directions ft

8- 8 17:30 +2.2 falling 10-20K NS 4

8-14 11:00 +1,8 low 5-10K SW 4_ 6
8-16 16:00 +5.7 rising 10-15K SW 6- 8
8-21 10:30 +4. 5 rising 0- 5K SW 8-10
8-21 13:00 +6.0 high 10-15K NW 8-10

9-10 10:30 ±2,8 rising 0 1- 2
9-10 16:00 +7.1 falling 0 1- 2
9-il 10:00 +2.5 low 0- 5K E 1- 2
9-12 10:30 ±2,5 low 0- 5K E 1 2

9-12 16:30 +7.2 high 10-20K NW 4- 6

Remarks

choppy

boat sampling delayed
by rough sea

submerged plume

submerged plume

submerged plume

submerged plume
choppy



Table 5. Aerial photography summary

Date
Flight

No.
Time
PDT

Flying
Height

ft. Camera Film

Exposure
speed

stop sec. Remarks

8- 8-68 1 17:09 8250 8 1/4 Ektachrome 4.6 1/200
2 17:20 4125 Ziess 8442
3 17:30 4125 RMKA
4 17:41 4125
5 17:50 8250

8-16-68 1 15:51 8250 8 1/4" Ektachrome 5.6 1/200
2 16:00 4125 Ziess 8442
3 16:13 4125 RMKA
4 16:21 8250

8-21-68 1 10:13 3500 31/2' Ansco 8 1/200 Under-exposed by
2 10:21 1750 Wild DZ00 about 1 stop
3 10:36 1750 RC-9
4 10:44 3500

9-10-68 1 10:10 5625 11 1/4" Ansco 6.3 1/200
2 10:25 11250 K-17 D200
3 10:35 5625

9-10-68 1 15:56 5625 11 1/4" Ansco 6.3 1/200
2 16:11 11250 K-17 D200
3 16:21 5625

9-12-68 1 10:12 5625 11 1/4 Ansco 5.0 1/200 Sun under clouds-
2 10:30 11250 K-17 D200 6.3 firstpass.
3 10:43 5625 6.3

9-12-68 1 16:31 3000 6" Ektachrome 5.6 1/200
2 16:46 6000 Ziess MS
3 16:54 3000 RMKA Aerographic
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process was used to process the Anscochrome DZOO film and the

Kodak C-22 process was used to develop the Ektachrome MS aero-

graphic film.

Data Processing

While aerial photography and boat sampling were conducted

successfully on five days during the summer, only data collected

August 8 and August 16 are included in this report. On August Zi the

aerial photography was underexposed about one stop. This combined

with scattered clouds over the area and rough seas that delayed the

boat sampling until two hours after photography rendered the results

of questionable value.

On September 10 dye slugs were introduced into the pipeline.

Due to density stratification, the plume was submerged. There was

no wind on this day and the dye slugs did not move away from the out-

fall in discrete patches as planned but accumulated about the outfall

area below the surface, As a result, there was little relationship

between the photographic imagery and the boat sampling.

On the morning of September 12th the plume was submerged and

there was no evidence of waste from either the aerial photography or

from the boat sampling. In the afternoon of September 12th a surface

plume formed; however, the sea surface was choppy causing inter-

ference with the photo processing from sunlight reflection and foam



throughout the waste field.

Data processing included reduction of shore angles to state plane

coordinates, conversion of fluorometer strip chart records to waste

concentrations, and reduction of photographic information. Each

photograph could contain up to 10, 000 data points. Due to the large

volume of data to be processed, it was essential that computations and

plotting were computerized whenever possible. A flow diagram for

the data processing is shown in Figure 19.

Photographic information was converted to digital data with a

McBeth model TD-102 photo densitometer. The densitometer can

measure the density of the three layers of the color photo. Wratten

filters numbers 92, 93, and 94 are utilized to measure the red, green

and blue film densities respectively. The aerial film holder was

attached to an x y coordinatograph which measured the photo

coordinates to ± 0. 001 inches. At the same time the film densities

were measured with a digital voltmeter. Both the voltmeter and

coordinatograph were connected to a digitizer which in turn was con-

nected to a card punch. One card was required for each point and

contained the photo identification number, point number, x and y

coordinates and the film densities for the three spectral bands of the

photo.
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Reduction of Field Data

Angles from the shore stations to the photo control buoys and

the boat were reduced to state plane coordinates. Boat positions were

indexed by time for matching with waste concentration. Since

theodolite sightings were made on the boat's mast, a correction was

applied to determine the position of the fluorometer intake ports.

Corrections were not made for sea level or the grid scale factor.

The fluorometer records were processed by 1) a least squares

fit to the standardization data, 2) a shift of the index on the fluorometer

reading to account for the time delay for the sample to pass from the

intake port to the fluorometer, 3) reduction of the fluorometer reading

to concentration of tracer and concentration of effluent, and 4) inter-

polating the ground coordinates from the processes shore control data.

The processed fluorometer data were saved for ground truth

data in the photo analysis or for input to one of two computer plotter

programs. The plotter programs draw and label a state plane

coordinate grid, label a title on the map, and plot concentrations.

The program seaplot included on the processing flow diagram in

Figure 19 draws a two-dimensional plot with the values of the con-

centrations printed on the map. In the three-dimensional plot the

axes are rotated so that the z axis is not perpendicular to the plane

of the paper. The concentration is represented by the length of a line



drawn parallel to the z axis. The position for this concentration can

be scaled from the grid to the base of this line. Figures 20 and 21

are plots of the concentrations determined from boat sampling on

August 8 and 16. The program was revised to include the boat's track

in Figure 21. In addition to the plotter programs shown on the flow

diagram, the Civil Engineering Department's program contour was

used to make several isoconcentration plots of the photographic data.

Photographic Orientation

Photographic information from two flights with up to three

photographs per flight can be processed at one time with the computer

program diffusion. For program listing see Appendix B.

The photQ analysis phase of the data processing began with

photographic orientation which was accomplished by a non-linear

solution to the collinearity condition equations (Keller and Tewinkel,

1966). Corrections were not made for atmospheric refraction, earth

curvature, film shrinkage or lens distortion. The relationship between

photo coordinates and ground coordinates is

x -x
p 0

= K[M]

-f

x -Y
p c

Y -Y
p c

z -z
p c

(42)

where x and y are photo coordinates of image point p, f is the
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camera focal length, x and y are photo coordinates of the principal

point, K is a scale factor, the X, Y, and Z subscripted p and c

refer to ground coordinates of the object and camera station respec-

tively, and M is the rotational matrix. The matrix is defined as

mu mlZ m13
[M] = mZl mZZ m23 (43)

m31 m32 m33

where mil = cos(Ø) cos(K)

mlZ cos(W) sin(K) + sin(W) sin(Ø) cos(K)

m13 = sin(W) sin(K) cos(W) sin(Ø) cos(K)

m21 = -cos(Ø) sin(K)

mZZ = cos(W) cos(K) - sin(W) sin(Ø) sin(K)

m23 = sin(W) cos(K) + cos(W) sin(Ø) sin(K)

m31 = sin(Ø)

m32 = sin(W) cos(Ø)

m33 = cos(W) cos(Ø)

The three parameters W, 0 and K are the photographic rotations

about the X, Y and Z axis, respectively.

The collinearity equations are obtained by dividing the first and

second rows of equation 42 by the third row hereby eliminating the

scale factor.

x-x mll(X-X)+m12(Y-Y)+m13(Z -Z)p o p c p c p c
m31 (X -x ) + m32 (Y - Y ) + m33 (Z Z

p c p c p c
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y y m21 (X - X ) + mZZ (Y - Y ) + m23 (Z Z
p p C p C p c

-f m31 (X X ) + m32 (Y - Y ) + m33 (Z - Z
p c p C p C

These equations insure that the camera station, image and object lie

on a straight line For each point two collinearity equations can be

written. As there are six unknowns (X , Y , Z , W, 0 and K)
C C C

a minimum of three noncollinear control points are required for their

solution. However, a least-squares solution permits the use of an

unlimited number of control points.

Solution to the equations is obtained based on a set of initial

approximations which are adjusted iteratively until the adjustments

become small. The collinearity equations are linearized by the Taylor

series with the expansion terminated at the first derivative.

When the initial approximations of B. are close to the actual

parameters values (B)

Letting

then

6

-' f(B)
f(B) f(B.) + B.

3 21 8B. 1
1

1=1

y = f(B) - f(B.)
3

f(B)
zi for B = B.

3
i

6

Y = V z. B. +
Li 1 1

1=1
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which is a linear form of the collinearity equations. The least squares

solution in matrix notation is

-1 TB = zTzj z Y (44)

The initial approximations of the parameters (B.) are replaced by

B. =B.+B.
j+1 3 3

This iterative process is continued until the solution converges, that

is, until all LB's are less than some prespecified amount. In this

space resection problem no test is made on the linear adjustments but

solution is terminated when the angular adjustments are less than about

two seconds of arc.

By knowing the photo orientation, it is possible to determine the

position vectors for any densitometer measurement on the photograph.

The position vector (X) based on the state plane coordinate system

axis is related to the photographic vector (X) by the equation

= {M]'X
p

(45)

In order to compute the required angles between this position

vector and the light rays, the sun's position must be determined. The

altitude (h) and azimuth (Z) of the sun are determined from

sin(h) = sin(L) sin(D) + cos(L) cos(D) cos(t) (46)

Tan(Z) = sin(t)/(cos(L) tan(D) - sin(L) cos(t)) (47)
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where L latitude

D = declination of the sun

t = hour angle of the sun

The vector representation of the light ray from the sun is

X = cos(h) sin(Z) i + cos(h) cos(Z) j - sin(h) k (48)

Computation of Waste Concentrations

Film densities and photo coordinates were measured for points

outside both the waste field and the area of direct sunlight reflections.

The data from these points were used to determine the regression

coefficients for the model

2
ATR A0 + A1 (j2) + A2(32) + E (49)

where E is the error term, is the angle between the ray to the

camera and the vertical, and the A's are the regression coefficients.

ATR is determined for each point from

4(TIM) cos (c)
ATR = (50)

(FNO)2 exp(Db(x y)/G)

TIM is the photographic exposure time, c is the angle between the

camera axis and the ray, FNO is the f-number setting on the camera,

Db(x, y) is the blue film density as measured with the densitometer

and G is the film gamma. The film gamma for the three spectral

bands of the color photo was determined from sensometric curves
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made by Kodak and GAF for the film used on the project. The gamma

to the base 10 was taken as -3. 0 for the Ektachrome 8442 film and

-2. 4 for the Anscochrome D200 film.

In the expression for the ratio (R ) the values of thepho

coefficients were determined from the model

R = B + B (SUNR) + B (N ) +( (51)
pho 0 1 2 b

The regression coefficients were determined by a least squares fit of

data from selected points outside the waste field. Nb is the radiance

in the blue band as determined from

ATR (FNO)2 exp(Db(x, y)IG)
N = (52)

b 4(TIM) cos (c)

SUNR is the angle between the ray to the camera and the reflected

direct sunlight. For the model (51) the value of R was determined
pho

from

R = exp((D (x, y) - D(X, y))/G + (Er - Eg) sec(j2) + (Ar Ag) sec(i)) (53)
p ho

where D(x, y) is the film density, E is the atmospheric attenuation

from the sea surface to the camera, j2 is the angle between the ray

to the camera and the vertical axis, A is the atmospheric attenuation

for a standard atmosphere and i is the angle of incidence for the

direct sunlight. The subscripts r and g refer to the red and green

bands, respectively. Atmospheric attenuation coefficients were

determined from the Handbook of Geophysics and Space Environments
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for a standard atmosphere. The following coefficients and equations

were used

A = 0.252r

A = 0.331
g

E E = -0. 024 ln(H + 1)
r g

where H is the camera station altitude in kilometers. After the

coefficients in model 51 were computed, the ratio anomaly (RA) for

any point on the photograph, excluding kelp and shallow near shore

areas, was determined from

RA=R -Rph pho

where Rh was estimated from the regression equation

A t F'
R = B + B (SUNR) + B2 (Nb) (54)

pho 0 1

and R was determined from
ph

Rh = exp((D (x, y) D (x, y))/G + (E E ) sec(j ) + (A - A ) sec(i)) (55)
g r g 2 r g

The ratio anomaly (RA) was computed for each data point on the

aerial photo. The values were stored in a 120 by 60 array. The

index on the array indicated the ground coordinates for each element

of the array. Each element represented a 60-foot square area on the

sea. After all the film density measurements were converted to RA

values and stored in the array, missing values were interpolated

from adjacent points.



Concentrations determined from the fluorometers aboard the boat

were read into the computer program. Boat concentrations were

interpolated at 60-foot intervals along the fluorometer track line.

These values were matched by ground coordinates with the RA

values in the array. A least square regression analysis was made

on the data with the model

W = C(RA) + C2(RA)2 + (56)

where W is the waste concentration in milliliters per liter and C1

and C2 are regression coefficients.

The array was oriented so that the x-axis was along the center

line of plume. Values of the waste concentration were computed from

the above equation and stored in the array in place of the RA values.

Waste concentrations were displayed as a symbolic plot on the line

printer. Figure 22 shows two plots from photographs taken August 8

and Figure 23 shows three plots from photographs taken August 16.

The symbols on the plot represent different ranges in

The symbols were selected so that the density on the plot increases

with the concentration. The plot in Figure ZZa was made from photos

11 and 12 while that in Figure 22b was made from photos 18 and 19.

The plots a, b and c in Figure 23 were made from the photos 3 and 4;

10 and 11; and 17, 18 and 19 for August 16, respectively. Only a

partial plume is shown in Figure 23b, as the third photo in this series
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Volumetric Waste Concentration
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did not have sufficient control for photographic orientation. Iso-

concentration plots from the computer controlled calcomp plotter

are shown in Figures 24 and 25. The plot in Figure 24 is from the

data shown in Figure 22b while the plot in Figure 24 is from the data

shown in Figure 23a.

Diffusion Coefficients

Preliminary diffusion coefficients were determined for a steady

state model with unidirectional transport velocity in the X direction.

By neglecting the loss to the lower layers and assuming the diffusion

in the Y direction was not a function of Y, the basic diffusion equa-

tion becomes

D (57)
Vxax

where X is the distance along the center line of the plume, Y is

the distance right or left of the plume center line, V is velocity

along the plume center line, W is the waste concentration, and the

D is the diffusion coefficient. A solution to equation 57 is
y

w K
ii exp{-Y2/4tD ] (58)

2(D t) y
y

For computational purposes this equation can be reduced to

W = W exp[ -Y2I2
2] (59)

0 y



Figure 24. Isoconcentration plot from photos 18 and 19,
August 8, 1968,



Figure 25. Isoconcentration plot from photos 3 and 4,
August 16, 1968.



where W0 is the concentration at the center line of the plume and

a-
2 is variance of normal curve. The diffusion coefficient is equal to

one half the change in variance divided by the time interval or

2
1 o-D =

y 2 1t

In the computer program, the variance was computed every 300 feet

along the center line of the plume. The change in time for this steady

state model was equal to the distance between sections in feet divided

by the velocity in feet per second. The velocity was determined

photogrammetrically from the current floats. The plots in Figures

26 and 27 show the currents measured on August 8 and August 16

On August 8 nine floats were set prior to photography; however,

by the time of photography, six of these floats were caught in kelp

beds. The movement of the lower two floats in Figure 26 were

influenced by kelp beds and the shoreline. The upper float on the plot

was in open water near the head of the plume and the velocity deter-

mined for this float was assumed representative of that in the plume.

The variance (a-2) can be estimated for a normal distribution

from the sample variance (S2). The concentration (W) is equivalent

to the frequency of occurrence in the computations. The sample

variance is

W(Y V)2
y N

(61)
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where Y is the mean distance from the origin and

n

N = ,W.

In computational form equation 61 is

( W.Y.)2

S2=[W.Y 1-1y N, ii N
i=l

From equation 63 an estimate of the variance can be made for any

(62)

(63)

section across the plume. Equation 60 was used to determine the dif-

fusion coefficient.

Tables 6 through 9 show the preliminary diffusion coefficients

based on a steady-state model. Listed in the columns of each table

are 1) section number, 2) width of the waste field, 3) the estimated

average depth of the waste field, 4) the estimate of the standard

deviation of Y, 5) the estimated value of Wo in equation 49, 6) and

7) the ground X and Y coordinates of the centerline of the plume,

8) the diffusion coefficient between each fifth section of the plume, and

9) the average diffusion coefficient from the head of the plume. Also

shown in the tables are the flow rate, current velocity, sun azimuth

from the south, sun altitude, and area within each concentration range.

Nonsteady-state diffusion coefficients are shown in Table 10.

The coefficients were determined from two flights over the area using



Table 6. Preliminary diffusion coefficients, flight 2, August 8, 1968.

Section Width
Ft

Eff. Depth
Ft

Sigma Y
Ft

Coefficient
PPT

State Plane Coordinates
X Y

Diffusion Coefficieit Ft2/sec
Fifth Sec. Average

11 1007 9.6 3. 160E 02 6. 221E 00 1069767 375748 4. 145E 01 4. 145E 01
16 1429 3.5 4.215E02 1.273E01 1069428 375611 3.372E0l 3.758E01
21 2059 3.3 5.252E02 l.090E01 1069277 375351 4.250E01 3,922E01
26 2475 3. 3 6. 169E 02 9. 309E 00 1069136 375084 4. 539E 01 4. 076E 01
31 2613 3.5 7.055E02 7.634E00 1069031 374795 5.078E01 4.277E01
36 2784 4.4 7.147E02 6.028E00 1068938 374497 5.677E00 3.659E01
41 3091 6.5 6.748E02 4.315E00 1068904 374162 -2.406EOl 2.792E01
46 3080 9.4 6.461E02 3.104E00 1068785 373881 -1.638E01 2.238E0l
51 2207 14.2 6.958E02 1.915E 1068407 373769 2.886E01 2.310E01

Flow Rate 12.4 CFS Area Within Each Concentration Range
Sun Az. from S. 1.398 Rad. Range mi/i Area Sq Ft
Current Velocity . 26 FF8 0- 2 2. 477E 06Sun Altitude .567 Rad. 2- 4 1.616E06

4- 6 9.036E05
6-10 1.613E06

10-15 2.376E05



Table 7. Preliminary diffusion coefficients, flight 3, August 8, 1968.

Section Width
Ft

Eff. Depth
Ft

Sigma Y
Ft

Coefficient
PPT

State Plane Coordinates
X Y

Diffusion Coefficient Ft2/sec
Fifth Sec. Average

11 1804 97 3.820E02 5.100EOO 1069856 375960 3. 256E 01 3.256E01
16 1678 3.5 4.472E02 1.223E01 1069499 375813 2.343E01 2.800E01
21 2293 3.0 5.226E02 1.192E01 1069415 375517 3.169E01 2.923E01
26 2582 3.2 5.949E 02 9.825E 00 1069346 375213 3.502E 01 3.067E 01

31 2838 3.3 7.139E02 8.152E00 1069262 374917 6.750E01 3.804E01
36 3088 3.6 7.917E02 6.739E00 1069176 374623 5.072E01 4.015E01
41 3292 3.7 8.224E02 6.185E00 1069122 374310 2.148E01 3.749E01
46 3467 4.7 8.418E02 4.837E00 1069056 374005 1.404E01 3.455E01
51 3503 5.5 8.477E02 4.085E00 1068981 373704 4.279E00 3.119E01
56 2765 7.6 8.171E 02 3.070E 00 1068619 373560 -2.204E 01 2.587E 01

Flow Rate 12.4 CFS Area Within Each Concentration Range
Sun Az. from S. 1. 395 Rad. Range ml/l Area Sq Ft
Current Velocity . 26 FPS

Sun Altitude . 570 Rad.
0- 2 3.312E06
2- 4 3.157E06
4- 6 1.753E06
6-10 1.624E06

10-15 3.564E05



Table 8. Preliminary diffusion coefficients, flight 1, August 16, 1968.
Section Width Eff. Depth Sigma Y Coefficient State Plane Coordinates Diffusion Coefficienc Ft2/sec

Ft Ft Ft PPT X Y Fifth Sec. Average
13 660 3.0 1.541E02 3.491E01 1069872 376281 7.922E00 7.992E00
18 780 2.4 1.811E02 3.69SF. 01 1070009 376549 6.352E00 7.137E00
23 1020 2.1 2.156E02 3.515E01 1070033 376863 9.565E00 7.946E00
28 1080 1.9 2.419E02 3.458E01 1070128 377148 8.441E00 8.070E00
33 1320 2.1 2.473E02 3.007E01 1070284 377409 1.827E00 6.821E00
38 840 2.9 1.685E02 3.249E01 1070516 377639 -2.292E01 i.864E00
43 840 3.7 1.602E02 2.700E01 1070662 377903 -1.900E00 1. 327E 00
48 840 3.5 1.696E 02 2.664E 01 1070703 378210 2. 158E 00 1.431E 00
53 720 4.5 1.429E02 2.459E01 1070778 378503 -5.838E00 6.230E-01
58 1200 4.0 2.338E02 1.718E01 1070783 378825 2.398E01 2.959E00
63 1140 3.5 2.604E02 1.772E01 1070808 379138 9.181E00 3.524E00
68 1020 3.4 2.394E02 l.957E01 1070886 379430 -7.349E00 2.618E00
73 1200 2.8 2.645E02 2.142E01 1071094 379670 8.883E00 3.100EOO

78 1260 3.0 2.657E 02 1.979E 01 1071285 379916 4.318E-01 2.910E 00
83 960 5.7 2.194F.02 l.275E01 1071227 380263 -1.573E01 1.667E00
88 660 7.3 1. 314E 02 1. 655E 01 1071232 380584 -2. 159E 01 2. 134E-0l

93 720 6.6 1.389E02 l.738E01 1071337 380865 1.410E00 2.838E-01
98 600 6.7 1. 220E 02 1. 960E 01 1071489 381127 -3. 086E 00 9. 654E-02

103 600 6.6 1.235E02 1.955E01 1071614 381400 2.587E-01 1.051E-01

108 780 5.8 1. 453E 02 l.892.E01 1071700 381689 4.105E00 3.051E-01

113 780 6.1 1.662E02 1.582E01 1071876 381942 4.554E00 5.074F-01

Flow Rate 16.8 CFS Area Within Each Concentration Range
Sun Az. from S. 1.013 Rad. Range mi/i Area SqFt
Current Velocity .42 FF8 0 2 5. 580E 05

Sun Altitude . 790 Rad. 2- 4 3. 924E 04
4- 6 3. 672E 05
6-10 9.468E05

10-15 1.199E06
15-20 1.188E06
20-25 5.400E05
GT25 6.948E05



Table 9. Preliminary diffusion coefficients, flight 3, August 16, 1968.
Section Width Eff. Depth Sigma Y Coefficient State Plane Coordinates Diffusion Coefficiex. Ft2lsec

Ft Ft Ft PPT X Y Fifth Sec. Average
13 1020 3.4 2.256E 02 2.109E 01 1069787 376315 2.828E 01 2.808E 01
18 1140 3.0 2.222E02 2.42lE01 1070038 376537 -1.064E00 1. 351E 01
23 1020 3.0 2.025E02 2.596E01 1070222 376787 -5.844E00 7.057E00
28 1200 2.6 2.382E 02 2.549E 01 1070236 377105 1.1O1E 01 8.046E 00
33 1200 2.1 2.540E02 3.O11EO1 1070222 377433 5.454E00 7.527E00
38 1200 2.0 2.526E02 3.085E01 1070320 377717 -5.051E-01 6.188E00
43 1140 2.3 2. 536E 02 2. 696E 01 1070443 377991 3. 497E-01 5. 354E 00
48 960 3.8 1.822E02 2. 309E 01 1070745 378193 -2.178E01 1.963E00
53 840 3.7 1.751E02 2.484E.01 1070800 378495 -1.770E00 1.548E00
58 1620 3.4 2.645E02 1.772E01 1070810 378814 2.749E01 4.142E00
63 2040 2.3 4.015E02 1.697E01 1070726 379171 6.388E01 9.573E00
68 1980 1.8 3.454E02 2.582E01 1070813 379459 -2.934E01 6.330E00
73 1500 2.0 2.900E02 2.770E01 1070988 379712 -2.464E01 3.948E00
78 1800 1.8 3.081E02 2.933E01 1071130 379978 7.583E00 4.207E00
83 1320 1.8 3.051E02 2.906E01 1071295 380236 -1.263E00 3.843E00
88 1200 3.0 2.549E 02 2.073E 01 1071264 380571 -1.971E 01 2.371E 00
93 1380 4.3 1.941E02 1.896E01 1071282 380887 -1.909E01 1.108E00
98 1080 4.9 2.243E02 1.439E01 1071433 381150 8.836E00 1.538E00

103 1200 6.0 2.425E02 1.094E01 1071561 381422 5.960E00 1.770E00
108 1320 6.0 2.196E02 1.219E01 1071712 381684 -7.411E00 1.311E00
113 1020 5.0 2.015E02 1.589E01 1071874 381943 -5.330E00 9.950E-01
118 1140 3.9 2.083E02 1.962E01 1071944 382238 1.948E00 1.038E00

Flow Rate 16.8 CFS Area Within Each Concentration Range
Sun Az. from S. 1.112 Rad. Range mi/l Area Sq Ft
Current Velocity . 42 FPS 0- 2 8. 568E 05
Sun Altitude .73ORad. 2- 4 l.004E06

4- 6 7.020E05
6-10 l.084E06

10-15 1.174E06
15-20 1.195E06
20-25 1.735E06
CT25 3.996E05

U-



Table 10. Nonsteady-state diffusion coefficients

August 8, 1968
from photos ii and 12 and 18 and 19

Diffusion
Section Width Coefficient

No. Feet Ft2/sec

11 1007 76,6
16 1429 74.1
21 2059 57.4
26 2475 126
31 2613 100
36 2784 132
41 3091 211
46 3080 250

August 16, 1968
from photos 3 and 4 and 17, 18 and 19

Diffusion
Section Width Coefficients

No Feet Ft2/sec

13 660 10. 1
18 780 4,8
23 1020 2,5
28 1080 1,9
33 1320 1.2
38 840 13.5
43 840 7,5
48 840 0.2
53 720 13.6
58 1200 38,0
63 1140 24.9
68 1020 12,6
73 1200 9.0
78 1260 8,9
83 960 9.0
88 660 10,3
93 720 11.6
98 600 16,6

103 600 13.2
108 780 7,6

'0
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equation 60. In this equation for the nonsteady state

2 2 2
0 -Cr

i 1,i

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the flight numbers, i refers

to the section number across the plume in flight one and i+c is the

section number in flight two adjusted for the movement of the waste

field between flights. In solving equation 60 for the nonsteady-state

case, it is the time difference between the flights.

The computer program used in processing the photographic data

is listed in Appendix B.

Discussion of Results

On September 10, 1968 aerial photography was taken of dye

slugs injected into the pipeline. As the current velocity in the area

was almost zero, the dye accumulated about the outfall. However, the

photography would have been difficult to process even if the slugs had

moved away from the outfall in discrete patches. Considering a non-

steady state dye patch within a nearly steady state waste field, the

dye, waste and sea water would occur in various combinations which

would be impossible to distinguish by measuring the light return from

the three bands of color photography. The rhodamine WT dye has its

peak fluorescence at about 582 nm (Wilson, 1968). As both the red

and green bands of color photography are sensitive to this region, the
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ratio of red to green light is relatively insensitive to the dye con

centration. A more sensitive ratio could be obtained by filtering one

band to the peak fluorescence and the second band to the peak

absorbance of the dye.

Symbolic plots of waste concentrations determined from

photography taken on August 8, 1968, are shown in Figure 22. The

photography was taken from 4200 feet with a Ziess 8 1/4-inch focal

length camera The waste plume in the morning extended towards

the north but by the time of the aerial photography and boat sampling

in the afternoon the plume extended in a southwesterly direction from

the outfall. Waste concentrations were not computed from the high

altitude photography as the plume was in the sun reflection area of

these photographs. Plots in Figures 22a and ZZb were made from

photographs taken at times 17:21 and 17:31, respectively.

Figure 28 is a plot of the photo waste concentrations shown in

Figure 22a minus those in Figure ZZb. Areas on the plot with dif-

ferences greater than two units were cross hatched. The large cross-

hatched area in the upper part of the plot and the two smaller areas

along the left side of the plume were caused by sun light reflection on

the water surface. Kelp beds were located in the two cross-hatched

areas on the right side of plume and the cross-hatched area at the

bottom of the plot. The mean difference in concentration of the 1762

points within the plume was -0. 6o units with an absolute mean
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difference of 1.40 units and a standard error of 1.61 units.

Figure 20 is a plot of the waste concentrations determined by

boat sampling on August 8 from 16:06 to 18:09. On this plot there

are three locations within the plume where the concentrations were

measured twice at one point. One set of cross lines are at coordinates

1,068,900 E, 375, 300 N. At this point near the head of the plume a

value of eight units was measured and twenty minutes later a value of

four units was measured. Near the tail of the plume there are two

sets of cross lines. At coordinates 1, 069, 000E, 374, 300N an initial

value of one unit was recorded and an hour later a value of three units

was recorded. At coordinates 1, 069, 200 E, 374, 200 N values of zero

and four units were measured. These discrepancies in the boat con-

centrations indicate that the plume had not reached a steady state.

Two fluorometers were in operation for this survey. One was

sampling at a half foot and the second fluorometer was sampling at

five feet below the surface. Both records showed the same

discrepancies. At coordinates 1,068, 200E, 375, 600N in Figure 20,

the boat traveled out of the plume on a north-westerly heading, came

right about and entered the plume in a south-easterly heading. The

edge of the plume defined by this maneuver is north 40 degrees east.

Had the fluorometer record been improperly matched with the boatts

position, the edge of the plume would not have the proper orientation.

The plot in Figure 29 shows both the fluorometer waste
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concentrations and photo waste concentrations taken along the boat's

path within the plume. The photo waste concentrations were deter-

mined from photos 11 and 12. The standard deviation between the

fluorometer waste concentrations and the photo waste concentrations

was 2.4 units with 173 degrees of freedom. The large discrepancy

in concentrations occurred near the start of the boat sampling run.

The boat sampling on this portion of the plot was conducted 30 minutes

prior to photography which may account for this discrepancy.

On August 16, 1968, the plume was long and narrow and extended

northward from the outfall. Photography was taken with a Ziess 8 1/4-

inch focal length camera from 4200 feet and 8400 feet. Concentrations

computed from this photography are shown in Figure 23. The plume in

Figures 23b and 23 c was determined from low altitude photography while

the plume in Figure 23a was computed from high altitude photography.

Clouds covered the work area at the time of the second high altitude

pass. Sun reflection did interfere with the processing of the high alti-

tude photography but had little effect on the low altitude photography.

The plot in Figure 30 was produced by subtracting the concentra-

tions of the plume shown in Figure 23a from those shown in Figure

23c. Concentration differences greater than six units have been cross

hatched on this plot. The mean concentration difference in comparing

2485 points inside the plume of either run was 1.8 units. The

absolute mean of this comparison was 4. 6 and the standard deviation
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was 5. 9 units. Also plotted in this figure are the outlines of the

plume at times 1 5:52 and 16:14. It can be seen that the plume outline

had changed considerably during this 22-minute time interval. As

the concentration gradients were high, a small change in the plume

position resulted in a relatively large apparent discrepancy in con-

centrations.

Figure 21 shows the plot of the boat waste concentrations

measured August 16 from 14:25 until 16:53. On this plot there are

four sets of cross lines where the concentrations can be compared.

These are at coordinates 1,070, 600E, 377, 500 N; 1,070, 900E,

378, 400N; 1, 071, 000E, 378, 800N; and 1,071, 300E, 379, 200N and

show discrepancies of 9, 13, 11 and 0 units respectively.

The plot in Figure 31 is a comparison of the photo waste con-

centrations from photos 10 and 11 and the waste concentrations deter-

mined by boat sampling on August 16. The comparison was based on

matching ground coordinates. The position numbers on the plot

indicate position along the boat's path and are continuous only when

the boat or photo waste concentrations are greater than zero. Those

sections of the boat's track outside the plume were omitted from the

plot. The standard deviation in this comparison was 5. 6 units with

156 degrees of freedom.

Listed in Table 11 are the estimated values and variances for

the parameters in model 51. Table 12 shows the estimated values
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Table 11. Regression equation for estimating Rpho

Date Photos

V(R )pho V(B )o
4

a
V(B )

1 a
V(B

2

1
d.f.

11,12 2.5 0.64 14 -0.029 12 (-0.027) 22 29
Aug.
8

18, 19 2,7 0.74 10 -0. 082 14 (-0. 102) 98 21

25 1.5 0.87 18 -0.107 17 -0.182 26 21

3,4 1.1 0.28 19 (-0.0061) 13 0.292 22 33
Aug.
16 10,11 4.8 0.61 20 -0.098 67 (0.064) 44 24

17, 18, 19 2.5 0.55 6 -0. 061 20 0.12 21 54

a( ) indicates that the statistic does not significantly reduce the residual at the 5% confidence
level in the regression equation:

A A A
R B + B (SUNR) + B (N

pho 0 1 2 b

0
N)



Table 12. Regression equation for estimating waste concentrations.

Date Photos V(W)
Ac
C

1

aF V(C
)

1

Ac
C

2

aF

V(C2)

2x10
b

2
R d. f.

11,12 5.3 (-0.8) 49 374 781 30 .82 172
Aug. 18,19 7.3 (-6.7) 1.0 67 424 564 48 195.74

25 7.3 58 530 164 425 6.5 280 .80 142

3,4 38 195 789 1260 (746) 4.0 2400 .82 178
Aug. 10,11 31 146 994 480 (205) 0.9 480 .86 156

17, 18, 19 40 120 741 710 (416) 2. 3 750 .80 187

aThe F statistic from the stepwise regression analysis. The variable with the largest F being
entered into the regression analysis first.

bRZ is (SS due to regression)/(SS about the mean).

co indicates that the statistic does not significantly reduce the residual at a 5% confidence level in
the regression equation:

A A 2W = C1(RA) + C2(RA)
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and variances for the parameters in model 56. It can be seen from

Table 12 that on August 8, C2 was generally the most significant

in the relationship between the waste concentration and the photo value

RA while on August 16, C1 was the most significant. This was

probably due to the difference in tracer concentration and waste color.

During the first run the tracer concentration was about four times

greater than on the second run and was visible to the eye. The

natural color of the effluent also varies ahd would effect the relation-

ship between the film density and waste concentration.

The coefficients listed in Table 12 for the high altitude photog-

raphy are larger than those for the low altitude photography because

of contrast attenuation due to the light path radiance. When photo-

graphing a normal scene from 12000 feet approximately half the light

return is from light path radiance. Attempts were made to incor-

porate the light path radiance into the processing by relating the waste

concentration to

in place of

ANr - Nr
R

Ng

RA=[] Ng'o

where Nr and Ng are the radiances measured photographically in

red and green bands, respectively, the subscript o refers to zero
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waste concentration and the hat indicates that the value is estimated

from a regression equation. As the same light path radiance occurs
Ain both N and N, they would cancel in the equation for R but not

in the equation for RA. Attempts to include the ratio R in the

processing scheme were unsuccessful due to sunlight reflection on the

water surface. The sunlight reflection caused large variation in the

values of Nr and Ng throughout the photography but had minor

effect on the value of the ratio Nr/Ng.

The residuals in model 56 were examined for variation as a

function of waste concentration. The residuals were small of both

low and high values of the waste concentration and were maximum for

medium values of the waste concentration. If the waste concentration

follows a normal distribution for a section across the waste plume,

the concentration gradient would be highest for medium values of

concentration. A shift in plume position would result in maximum

discrepancies occurring for medium values of the waste concentration.

Table 13 is a statistical comparison of the variation within the

boat waste concentrations with the variation within the photo waste

concentrations. The variation within the photo waste concentrations

was determined by comparing the photo values from two flights over

the area while the variation within the boat waste concentrations was

determined from the points in the waste field where the concentration

was measured twice at one point by the fluorometers aboard the boat.



Table 13. Statistical comparison of concentration variations.

Mean Square Residual of Concentrations CriticalWithin Photo Within BoatPhoto Range2 2
Day Time Scale Nos. s d. f. s d. f. F 5% C. L.

17:21 1:6000 11, 12
Aug 3. 0 1762 12 3 4.0 > 2.6
8

17:31 1:6000 18,19

A 15:52 1:12000 3,4
ug 38 2485 92 4 2.5 > 2.4

16:14 1:6000 17,18,19

Conclusion: The variation within the boat waste concentrations appear to be greater than the
variation between photo waste concentrations determined from two flights.
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Since the F statistic is in the critical range for both days, it appears

that the agreement within photo waste concentrations is better than

the agreement within the boat waste concentrations. The photo values

represent an average concentration for a volume and may be subject

to less variation than the boat values which represent concentrations

at a point.

Figure 3Z is a comparison of the nonsteady state diffusion

coefficients determined from the aerial photography with those

measured by other investigators (Weigel, 1964). The scale of the

diffusion was taken as the width of the plume. It can be seen that the

photo values are within the range of values determined by other

studies.
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CONCLUSIONS

Aerial photography has potential for being a valuable tool in the

study of dispersion of wastes in the ocean and for monitoring waste

disposal outfalls. Using this technique concentrations throughout the

waste plume can be measured in one instant; thereby, allowing the dif-

fusion analysis to be based on a nonsteady state model rather than the

normally assumed steady state model. The steady state model does

not always adequately, describe the diffusion process in this dynamic

environment. Discrepancies between photo waste concentrations and

waste concentrations determined by boat sampling appear to be due

primarily to actual changes in concentration within the waste field

which were not adequately measured by boat sampling.

Sunlight reflection from the water surface was one of the major

problems encountered in processing the data. If the camera had been

mounted to take oblique photography less interference would have been

encountered in data reduction. This camera orientation would permit

photography that is free of direct sunlight reflection to be taken when

the incident lighting is maximum,

The blue sensitive layer on color photography is primarily

exposed by skylight reflection from the water surface, As a result the

blue band contributes little information on the composition of the

water. With oblique photography a polarizing filter can be used to
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reduce the skylight reflection. For vertical photography the reflected

skylight direction of dominent polarization varies and it can not be

reduced with a plane polarizing filter.

Color photography is designed to reproduce a color which is

visually comparable to the natural color of the object. In photo-

graphing a body of water the intensity of light returned to the camera

varies considerably with the wave length. In order to be able to

select the bands for maximum sensitivity and adjust the exposure in

each band, a multi-band camera system would provide more informa-

tion on the water quality.

Interference with the processing included light path radiance,

light reflection from the sea surface, and bottom return in the near

shore areas. If the system can be modified to eliminate the inter-

ference, and the photographic values are only dependent on the waste

characteristics, then the boat sampling can be eliminated. It is

expected that after sufficient photographic and boat sampling data

havebeen acquired and processed that the coefficients relating the film

density to waste concentration can be determined from laboratory

analysis of a sample of the effluent and a sample of the receiving water

rather than by boat sampling of the waste field.

While the methods developed in this report were for the study of

dispersion of wastes from ocean outfalls, the same techniques can be

used for measurement of waste in lakes and streams. Within limits
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these techniques can be adopted to the identification of wastes. By

maximizing light path radiance, it would be expected that the system

could be modified to measure waste concentrations in the atmosphere

and could be a valuable tool in studying air pollution.
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APPENDIX A

DEFINITION OF TERMS

The following terms were used in The Rationale for the develop-

ment of the relationship between the film density and the waste con-

centration. These terms are defined as follows:

A is the extinction optical thickness for a standard
atmosphere. When subscripted the subscripts b, g

and r refer to the blue, green and red bands of the

color photograph, respectively.

a is the sea water attenuation coefficient per meter.

a is the angle at the incremental scattering volume
between incident and scattered beams.

b is the waste absorption coefficient in (meter-mi/liter)'.

3 (a) is the volume scattering function per meter.

C is the attenuation coefficient for the sea water and

waste per meter.

c is the angle between the ray to the camera and the
camera axis.

Db(x, y), D(X, y) and Dr(X y) are the film densities measured at
photo coordinates x and y for the blue, green and
red bands, respectively.

dJ is the scattered light intensity from the incremental

scattering volume.

is the solid angie in steradians.
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dV is the incremental scattering volume.

E is the extinction optical thickness for the atmosphere

from the sea surface to the camera. When subscripted

the subscripts b, g and r refer to the blue, green

and red bands of the color photograph, respectively.

EX is the photographic exposure.

FNO is the relative aperture of the lens.

G is a constant representing film contrast.

H is the irradiance in watts per square centimeter.

H is the irradiance from the sun at the outer atmosphere

normal to the ray.

H is the irradiance on a horizontal plane from the sun at

the sea surface.

H is the irradiance from skylight at the sea surface.
sky

H is the irradiance at the sea surface from the scattering
SW

volume.

H is the irradiance from the sun on a plane normal to the
W

ray below the water surface.

H(z) is the irradiance from the sun at a depth z below the
water surface.

HT is the irradiance of the film image.

i is the angle of incidence of the direct sunlight at the

water surface,

iz is the angle of incidence of the scattered light at the

water surface.
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j is the angle of refraction of the direct sunlight at the
water surface.

j2 is the angle between the vertical and the object ray.

K is a constant,

M is a constant representing film speed.

n is the refractive index of water.

N is the total radiance from the sea in watts per square
centimeter - ste radian.

N is the radiance from the scattering volume above the
sea surface.

N , N and N are the total radiance at the sea surface including
b g r

reflected skylight, reflected direct sunlight and
scattered light from within the sea for the blue, green
and red bands of the photograph, respectively.

N is radiance from the sea measured at the camera
c

station,

Nd is the radiance of direct sunlight reflection from the
water surface,

N is the skylight radiance reflected from the water sur-sky
face.

N is the radiance from the scattering volume under the
w

sea surface.

is the reflectivity of direct sunlight from the sea
s u r fa ce,

PS
is the reflectivity of skylight from the water surface.
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p is the reflectivity of uplighting from the sea at the
w

surface.

RA is the variation in the ratio of red to green light
returned from within the sea due to the waste.

R is the ratio of red to green radiance at the camera
p

station.

R
h

is the ratio of red to green radiance at the sea surface.

R is the estimated ratio of red to green radiance at the
pho

sea surface if there was no waste present.

SUNR is the angle between the object ray and the direct
sunlight reflection from a horizontal plane.

TIM is the photographic exposure time in seconds.

TR is the lens transmittance. When it is subscripted the
the subscripts b, g and r refer to the blue, green

and red bands, respectively.

W is the waste concentration in milliliters per liter.

Z is the flying height in feet.

z is the distance in meters below the water surface.
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APPENDIX B

COMPUTER PROGRAM DIFFUSION

Introduction

Included in this appendix is the program listing together with

sample input data for the computer program diffusion. This pro-

gram determines diffusion coefficients from two flights of aerial,

color photographs. The program was written for the CDC 3300

system in fortran IV computer language. The unique feature of this

system is the remote access to the computer by teletypes on a time

sharing basis.

Input data for the program is either from a logical unit number

(LTJN) or from the teletype keyboard. The input statements include

the standard READ statement, FFIN (1), or TTYIN(4H X ). The

free form input (FFIN) will accept data in any format in columns 1

to 72 as long as the words are separated by at least one space. The

number in parentheses with the call command is the input LUN. The

teletype free form input command (TTYIN) allows the user to enter

data from the teletype. The parameter in the TTYIN function must

be a hollerith constant containing four characters. When the fortran

statement is executed, the hollerith message is printed on the user's

teletype. Only a single variable can be entered each time the function

is executed.
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Program Listing

F'ow diagram for the program is shown in Figure 33, The

numbers in parentheses on the diagram refer to the line numbers on

the program listing shown in Figure 34. The main array was

declared an integer to save storage space and is dimensioned 2, 120,

60. If the size of this array is changed, only lines 3, 11, 12, 516 and

517 in the main program will require modification.

The subroutines called in the main program are listed in

Figure 35 except for two. These subroutines, date and time, return

the time and date of computer processing. If they are not available

lines seven through ten of the main program should be erased, The

following subroutines are included in the listing:

Rotate Converts state plane coordinates to coordinates
based on system oriented about the waste field.

Sunlite Determines sun altitude and azimuth. For a loca-
tion other than Newport longitude and latitude values
must be typed in from the teletype along with the
data for determining declination and the equation of

time. See lines 25-26 and 62-69 of the subroutine

listing.

Resect Determines the photographic orientation and was

modified from USC & GS program resection, Each

time the subroutine is called, the camera station
coordinates and orientation matrix are printed on

LUN 2.
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Leastfit Determines the least squares solution of the
regression coefficients for a linear model to data
with one independent and up to nine dependent

variables, Each time the subroutine is executed,

values of the regression coefficients, standard
deviation, variance-covariance matrix, and Y,

and e for each observation are written on
LUN 2,

Matinv Determines the inverse of a square matrix.

Trncoord - Converts the photographic vector to a unit vector

oriented with the state plane coordinate system.

Grdcoord - Determines the ground coordinates of the unit

vector,

Angles - Determines the angles between the object ray and

the vertical in air and under the water, Determines

the angles between the sun ray and the object ray
above and below the water surface.
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Figure 33. Flow diagram for computer program diffusion.
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Figure 34. Listing of program diffusion.
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0023740.190 00238
CALL LEASTEIT 19,60,91 0023981.4)1) 0024062*9(2) 0024183*9)3) 00242
XL6AT.0.)) 00243

00244245 RfBD (01,39) IPHOT.TTRW. D12.jI.X(1,J(,0E41,OFN(Z),5C43 00245IF ((PROD) 260,260,244 00246244 IF ITEDI-OENA) 322.322,324 00247
322 0F1U.UE43 00248
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OEN)3)*PFN1 00249 285 CCOTT'IUE 00311GO TO 325 3.1 00312324 DEN)I)*OENI 00251 KK1 00313OFN)3)*OEN3 00252 IF (05-200) 254,250,283 00314325 00 327 1.1.3 00253 253 21601.0.2 00315OEN(I) .1)9)1.1) '09l2.I)'DFN)1) ,D8(3,I)DE5(I)*DEN)I) 00254 IF (IPHOT) 300,300.745 00316I .D9(4,T)*OEN)I)'50 00255 254 X)1.J).X(I.KK) 00317327 CONTINUE 00256 0)2,J))2.K) 00318IF )OEN(1) .LF. 0.9 .05. TEN))) .61. 3.25) 245.328 00257 IF (15901) 300,300,247 00319329 IF (TEN)2) .LE. 0.7 .05. DEN)2) .61. 3.25) 245,329 00258 C INTERPOLUTE 5155140 VALL'ES IN ARRAY 00320329 IF (OEN)3) .LE. 0.4 .09. DEN(3) .21. 3.25) 245,246 00259 300 540*7 00321244 IFIV)).J)-XLAST) 260,260.247 00260 KXN5 00322247 XIAST.X)1,J) 00261 301 NXS*NNXS-2 00323G)1,J).*(1,J)C4)IC)IPHCT,N,2) 00262 NVS(3YS2 003240)?.J)*X)2,j)-C6PIOIIPHOT,S,1) 00263 DC 343 1*1,5405 003256.5307)X)I,J)"2.X)2,.J)A52) 00264 DC 347 JI.NXS 00326CAY*ATONF)R/FL) 00265 IF )X61I0)IR0N,j,I)) 330,340,330 00327CALL T0)CCCAfl(CA5C,XT.J,FL,IPMC11 00266 330 IF (X*TI0)IVl)4.J.1,X)) 340,332,340 00328CALL 0RDCCCRDICA'lC.01.0P0.J.IPVCI) 00267 332 00 336 9*2,850 00329CALL NN0'LFS(XT,XS,FL.J,CAN,CCA,TAR.SUNR) 00268 00330
00331

CALL OOTATE)070,XLOW.YSIr).CACT,SRCT,J)
CCSC.CCSF)CAN)

00269
00270 333

IF )KJNXS) 333,333,340
IF )RA1IC)1q)Y,0J,1)) 336.334.336 00332Y5i54.CEXP/CC5F)CA(4(..4 00271 334 CONTINUE 00333DFN)))*FXFF))l)EN)1).OEN)7)l/G69.DTIIIICCSC) 00272 60 00 340 00334I /IFNX 00273 336 1.1.43-i) 003350F413)*EXPF)0EN)3)/YAM)AYRVA 00274 Dj-j-J 00336T59.6I.62C4N.A3*C,(NACAN 00275 DIF.X4TI0)I5b0,J.IlRAfl0)I9U4.5j,I) 00337BLUE.0E9)3)ATAV 00276 DC 335 V.I,L.) 00338X)10,J).DEN)I)..51-P7.SUNR-93.RLUE 00277 AJ.K 003393.3.1 00278 LLJJ'K 00340IF )J-)'OC) 245.245.260 00275 RATI)1RIN.LLJ,I).RATIC)IRUN.J.I1.0tF.AJ0J 00341FILL 10 6IORAY I0H 85010 AALOES 00280 335 CCN1TUF 00342AXIS ALONG THE CENTER LINE CF Pt USE 00251 340 CONTINUE 00343260 5550I 00282 DC 377 1.1.0505 00344DC 295 3.1,4)) 00253 00 327 3.1,005 00345LX.X)I.J)/b0..0.5 00284 IF )RATIC)IAVN,1.J)) 310.320,310 00346IF (LX .LE. 0 .05. LX .61. 4500) 285.262 00285 310 IF )XATIC)1R))N,I,J.1)) 370.317.320 00347262 LV)5)?,J)*YRI0V)/60..0.5 00286 312 DC 314 0.2,501 00348IF LV .LE. 0.00. LY .1. NNYS) 255.264 00287 00349264 RATTO)TOUN,LX,LY)50)10.J).1000. 00285 IF (53-oNTO) 313,310,320 00350IF li-I) 050,290,267 00289 313 IF )RATIO)IR'(Y,I.KJ), 316.318,316 00351267 DTEN.5)10,J)-0)I0.i-1) 00290 314 CONTINUE 00352000*LYLLX 00291 00 T0 320 003530Y0.LY-LLY 00292 316 LJ.SJ-JI 00354XKX.A9SEIOKU) 00293 00355YPY.A9SF(OKY( 00294 DIF*5511ClI50°,I,J)RATIC)1PU',I.HJ( 0035VIF (XYYHOY) 265,269,769 00295 DO 319 Y.I,LJ 00357269 NY*YOY1. 00296 AJ 003880IV.Y'Y 00297 LLJ.J.K 00359GO TO 270 00298 RATIC)I0(N,I,LLJ)SATIC)IXUN,I,JIOIF.AJ/TJ 00360249 KV*XSXI. 00299 315 CONTINUE 30361010*000 00300 320 CONTINUE 00362270 IF IQTV-6.)272.272,250 00301 IF (930-6) 302,302.103 00363272 00 279 0I,00 00302 302 950.10 00368VVK.K 00303 509.6 003650F.X))0,J-1(,00EN'YYK/TIV 00304 60 TO 301 00366KKX*LLX.VYK*DKX/OI050.5 00305 C AVERAGE VALUES IN ARRAY 00367990*LLV'004050/DIV.0.5 00306 303 WPITE)#1,1) 00368RATIO(IVUI',590.555).55'I000. 00307 I FORMAT I * TOP5 IN 1 TO AVERAGE SALlIES CS 2 OF NOTS) 00369275 CONTINUE 00305 IGC*TTYIN)45100.) 00370290 LIX*LX 00309 00 10 304,390) 160 00311LLYLY 00310 304 17051.1 0037?

Figure 34. Listing of program diffusion (Continued).
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DO 173 1.1,514 00313 53 00435
DC 340 J0..YS 00314 CALL LFASTFIT(1(.NC.R) 00436
GO TO )362,364),ITFST 00375 WRITF (61.37) 5(11,9(2) 00437

362 X(I,J(RAIIIRN,1,J(.IATIcuRuN.I.J_I,.pATIcciRuo,I.J.I). 00376 37 FR4AT * I) ,F!1.3,5B2*.E11.3( 00435
P4Tj(IPoJN,.(,j((4 00377 WRITE (07,421 XLCW.YIIIO,PCT 00439

364 X)2.J)(RAIIC(IRi.l,J).1ATIC(1RQN,1,I,J(,pATIC(I5US.I.?,J(. 00378 42 FCR1(RTI1HI,XCRO.5.F8.0.W YCRG*.F7.0.* ROTATION ANOLE..,F5.3) 00440
i RAT! IS) 4't'I,J'1)'5A71C(IR4N,I'I,JIH,5 ooio DC 540 Il.NNX5,20 00441

360 CONTYSUE 00380 WRITE (02.31) 00442
ITFST.P 00351 31 FCRIAT (I'll 00443
14)40.3.0 0035? DC 567 3.1,1(575 00446
1(0 365 J=2.IIVS 00383 KK.1.15 00445
6AT)0(IP)(4,1,J(.x((.j) 00354 WRITE (02.30) (RATIC)IWUN.E,J),*.1.KK( 00446
IF (A'IAI_X.J)) 361.363,363 00385 30 FCRIST (2015) 00447

361 1941.1)1,3) 00386 540 CCNTI1(I'F 00448
363 1)1,.)).X)?,J) 00387 RCT.-OCT 00449
365 CCNTI'JUE 00358 SROI..SINF(ACT) 00450

AlIT! )6I,3) *010 00385 CRCT..CCSF(P0T) 0045!
39 FCR'4T (F1).3) 00390 X0RG.xLC 00452

370 CC)JTI'JUF 00391 YCRG1(9I1( 00453
390 J.1 00392 1(100.0.3 00454

PEA) 14,12) FIX,AL.VL,CCNL 00393 7#I0.y17Y 00455
500 AFAD (*4,12) F15,AF.YF,CCOF 00394 CP.TTYI4)49E1. ) 00456IF )FX) 1(23,507,535 00395 CATTY15(49A2' ) 00457
SOS DOE C0ECC)L 20396 xsu'i.0. 00455

001.(OF-XL) 00397 DC 512 3.1.30 00459
0FY.)YF-VL) 00395 X5U1(.lSUM.(CRX)I,J).CAX(7.J,.X(3,J)l..2 00460
XKXA50F)1(KX)/SO 00399 CONTINUF 0046!
007.ASSF)p)cY)/bO. 00400 060.10 00462
IF (A<1Y1(Y) 50,440,46O 00401 X5tJM.05))I/ANC 00463

450 KYY1Y 00402 WRITE )f),38( 1007,40 00464
DIVVY 00403 FCRADT)A ,E41( SOo)6Rr I,E11,3,* DF*.T3) 00465
00 1 477 00404 DC 5)0 1.1.01)15 00466

460 RYAAI 00405 DC 1(33 J.1,N'YS 00467
DIVI*A 00406 IF (AITIC)1AD),I,J)) 52.530.c24 00445

470 IF )IV-P.l 472,472.490 00407 526 6J) 00469
477 07 '

(30405 AT.! 00470
00409 XP5(TTA16U. 00471

CCNC.004L.I0)F9vYK,TIV 00410 XP)?(Jb0. 00472
IF I004C-0.S) 41(0.41(0.475 00411 CAL). 9CTATE(XPCi,XLOA,79IO.CRCT.SRCT.J) 00473

475 X1(G))).'L.O*x'yyo/oTv 00412 XP6)I(A(),J(.XCP6 00474
0P512(V) 'U1(Y009/01v 00413 XP0(7)'(2.J)*Y0RG 00675

12 EllioT )F7.I.OF)4.0,F)O.)( 00414 A97.9,TIC)IA)44,I,J) 00476
CALL OCTATE)XPG,RLCA,Y9I7.CRCT.%ROT.J) 00415 *XZ.C3AXZ'CAAXZ'RXZ 00477L9*)1,J)/60.'O.S 00416 IF (AIZ-7.b) 1(30,537,532 00478
IF (L' .IE. T .01. LX .01. GIllS) 400.510 00417 7 WPIT!(?0,I0) I.Xp6)T).DP5(2).4XZ 00479

512 LY.)X(0.J).Y9It)1()/67.0.5 00415 10 FCR'),T)13,3F14.2 00450IF (07 .LF. 0 .01. LV .AT. 5605) 490.5)4 00419 R4TTC(IIU'1,I,J(.AX7.10. 00451
514 IF )O*TIC)lP'0.LX,Lv)( 516.41(0.516 00420 530 CCGTTOUF 00482
515 CONTI1()'E 00421 J1 00453

Al1.J(.PATIC)IAUN,L,.L7) 00422 WPITF ),(4). 3 00486
0)7,j)90)1,I)'O)I,J) 00423 14 FORMAT 551,13) 00465X)3.J('CCC 00424 WRITE )2.42) XCRG,07RS,AOT 00456
WRITE (04.13) IX)I.J),I.l.3) 00429 DC 542 !.1,'S05,?0 00487

13 FCRAAT )7E11.3) 00426 WRIT' 37,3)) 00485
00427 DC 562 J.I,457S 00459

IF (3-700) '196,495,570 00428 K1.I1( 00490
455 CCNTTVUF 00429 WRITE(0?,30) )44110)TAIJN,K,J(,lX.I,,K( 0049!
41(0 00.IF 00430 542 CCNTT1(I)E 00497

YLAYF 00431 51)5.-ROT 00493
CCNL.CC)F 00432 OTF.TTYIU(4HPACT) 00494
(30 TO 1(00 00633 EUATE.TTVIN)6ROATF) 00495

1(20 NC.J-1 00434 ETI4E.TTyI')40o. ) 00456

Figure 34. Listing of program diffusion (Continued).



5 10497 0T3.7)R).3,7),1. 00559
00498 G TO A90 00560

60? COATTOIiE 00499 688 S11.LY)PH
00561WAIT! 02,16) SM,DTF,EOATE,FTIRF 00500 X)2,LY)89 00562

15 F0502T)lo1,///4?X8ATRPHOTO ANALYSTS OF OCEAN OUTFALL OISPERSICN# 00501 0)3,9)5)3,9),1 00563
I ///.46X,VOL)FTRTC 065TF CONCENTRATTON OL SF5 L//.55X. 00502 690 CONTIGUF 00564
PMSKETOU 04 60 - FT ASTOH/.495.*OIMECTTOA OF PLUME H,F6.0. 00503 WPITF (02,24) )X(I,J),JIKS.IFKS) 0056518 000TUNS/.355,HPH000 AC.5.F4.M,305,*DATE ,FJ.0,**,F3.0. 00504 WRITE (02.24) (X)2,i).JTR5,jFKS) 00566
48-6R81) 00505 24 FORMAT (7042) 005609I1E 102,23) 00506 700 CCNTTA')E 0056873 FORMAT) 35X,p CC)PCESTRATTON CODE TA ML/LW/,45X, 00507 DC 873 Js1,M 70569

8 ) 0 - 28,158,8 1 2 - 4/,71X,)//,455, 00508 S(3,JT513,J)5360U, 00570
'STI A - b,)GX,L1 6 - TU#/,455,8I8,25S.LL*/,,458, oosos 603 CCNTT'4UE 005711#PP 1) - l5,)45,8pA 15- 20,,4NX,Pp8,24R,MRR//,454, ooslo AARSSP4TE*60./A9SFlyELl 0057248MM 20 - 2,l48.H5 UT 75 H/,455,MA8,248.#s.H/,//) 00511 WPITFTO2.IP) 00573
WAIr! 02,05) X005,00RU 00512 18 FORMAT)1II,47R,#PRELTMTNAPY DIFFUSION COMPUTATLCNS,/,195, 00574

45 FORYST(60S,. X=,FR.7,F. 82.F1,D,868) 00513 TM SECTION MITTS FE! DEPTH STOMA 08 00579
00514 2 8 COEFFICIE5T GROUND 8 08009)) 0 DIFFUSION CCEFH/ 00576

IKSo000S/2 00515 ,?OX,MFTM,?X,*FTP,148.MFTM.98.PPTH,70.STATE PLAN! 8 00577
TFKS=TY0.26 00916 C000IGATtSs,3X,FT SO PEA SECH,,) 00578
IKSIMS-2G 00517 L1 0057900 770 L82,N0XS 00519 0 TO )A50,552),Tf)u'! 00580
1)0 607 LYI.A'YS 00515 550 LNF=5 00581
ARZoUATjO) JMl. LX.!Y) 00620 L007 00582AX7ox7/1o. 00521 LTST1 00583
IF )4870.G) 010,010,605 00522 GO TO 554 00584

805 8LMAA7/7.I. 00523 552 LTFT7 03585
IPORL 00524 LYT)8 00586
GO TO (900,670,640,660) TDC 00525 LDSTL0X'3 00587

610 X)I.LY)bG 00526 S.'o-R 00598
00527 DC 97) TLGS0,N5S,S 00589

GO TO 900 00528 DC 61 J4 .0905 00590
620 X)I,00)506 ) 00529 I' )PATTO)IR)%,I,J), 560,560,970 00591

X)2,LY)81 00530 560 CCNTI400 00592
X)3,1lRl3.1)5I. 00531 00 TO 500 00593GO oo oo 00532 570 JSTsJ 00594

630 XI1,LY)MPHT 00533 I.AY.3 00595Xl2,LY)$R 1 00534 S1V0. 00596
00535 Sl0l.0.0 00597

GO TO 600 00536 D1F50.0 00599
640 XI1,LY)9MlI 00537 00 957 JMI,lGY5 00599

012,LY)8A) 00538 AJsJ.61 00600
00539 ACDS)SATIC)100A,I.J),04TTO)1quN,I_T.J,.RATTC)IWU5,T.I,J), 00601

GO TO 600 00540 1 PAT1O)1P'.4.1-2,J).0ATIC)THu0,I,2,J),,sO 00602
650 X)I,LY)MHLL 00541 S1JH5S)".ACUAJ

00603
X)2,LYT8l1LL 00542 01F01F.4CU 00604
X)3,4)X)3,4),I. 00543 DIVsflIV.000RJSAJ 006050000 407 00544 IF (MATI0)I0)JO,I,J)) 980.990.979 00606

660 IF (457-10.) 052,657,470 00549 575 LNY.LO0.S 00607670 XLA,7)5.-I. 00546 590 CO4TT'JJE
00608

IDOsRI. 00547 0MEAA908I/0TF
00609000 )b75,60.6M5.5MR),lnO 00548 0)IQ,L).DTV101F.xoEAs.4YF4N 00610675 X)1.LY'PHP5 00549 0)4.L)SL!Y*bQ 00611XI2,LY)86PP 00550 XT5,L)AM5SS/)G1F51.6) 006120T3.5T0X,5),I. 00591 0)6.L)S09T)D)IC,L)T 00613GOTO 500 00552 Ol7.L)01'4O.'{2.5T*X)b,L)) 00614690 0lI,LV)R0HS 00953 0P5(I)I90
00615

00554 XP5)2)XMFA0
00616

GO TO '40
00555
00556

.Ini

C0LL RCTATEIXPG.XLO5,0MID.CPOT,SROT.J)
00617
00618689 0)1,LY)S8)lHO

X)2.LY)M84M
00997
00558

0l8,L)R(l,J)'XCR0
Xl9,L)X)?,J)'YO'G 00615

00620
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IF (L-I) 585,N05,593 00621 53 FIRMAT (IHI.///2)R.*N 9 0 T A 3 0 S 1 A I * 00693565 DJ.U. 00622 1* 7 1 F F U S I N C 3 F F F I C I E N I S*// 00684
00623 2 ,235,*S(CTI3N*,125.8WIDIH I.12X.*WIOIH 29.86. 00685590 0J9SF(oEL).)X(lO,L)xUo.L_,))/43o. 00626 3 *C3(FFICIENIS*/) 00686595 LL.L.150 00625 0TA0. 006810(L7F.LL).0)10.L) 00626 SUMT. 00688

X)LflD,LL).0(4.L) 00627 DTI'4.OITMR2. 00689WRITF)02,11) I, X(4.L).A)5.L).X)6,L).x(7.L).x)8.L),x)9,L),0J 00628 LXF.150 00690
17 FCR(WI()96.I5.FQ.0,F9.) ,91,2F)1.3.2F13.0.E14.3) 00629 L.OL..150 00691

t.L'I 00630 730 DJ)X(10.L0F)-X(9.LXt()/01j6 00692600 CINTIOUF 00631 WRITE 02.52, L,X(7,LSL),X)R,LXF).3J 00683
WRITE(0?,06) /WIE,VFL 00632 52 FORMaT (23X.I5.14X.F6.3.125.FN.0.10x.F8.2) 00694

26 FCR9AT)//,356.* FLOo RAINH,F5.l,* CFS*.17X. 00633 L.L.5 00695I*CJRHFNI EL3CIIy*,F4.2,H FPN$//) 00636 SIJM.SJM.0J 00696*PIT0(3.01) A2,,,a7 00635 0IV31VW1. 0069727 FCRSWT(291.W SIN 4/ FM S.9.F4.3.W P66* 00636 L6FLXF*1 006981.SX.*SU. ALTIT10F#,F4.3,p l59*,56,94150 IINECIION,F4.3, 00637 L0LLXLt 006992* RWDP///) 00538 IF)LAF-LL) 730,730,740 00700WRITE 02.40) 00639 740 DIV.SUH/0IV 0070140 F3RAT)47(,*WUEW oTIMIS EWCS CONCENTMAIION RWNGF*/, 00540 W°IIE (U2.6) 0I 00702
I 9S*.HOONOF*.130.WRFA*/,55*,**L/L9,)30,PSQ FT*) 30641 60 FCRSAI(73*,* 1(4 OIFFIJSTON COEFFICTFNT#,F10.2) 00703WRITE (32.41) (X)3,J),J).5) 30642 STOP 0010441 FORPAT(55l,*0 - 2*.6x.Ell.3/,05X,*2 - 4*,99.EI1.31, 00643 (NO 00705
I 556,94 - 6*.9R.E)I.3/.55x,*6 -1U*,96,E)1,3/,
7 SX.9IO-IS*.S0,(1I.3/,55x,*)c_2O*,ga.EI 1.3/,

00644
00645

3 55X.*00)U,0*,E1 l.I/,SNX,*ST 05#.AX.F1 1.1) 00646
SC IC (710,7?3),IRS. 00647710 1PU.7 00648
PFW1,0 16 00649
63 TO 04 00650720 *J.O.3 00651
016.0.0 00652505.0.0 00653
AXZ1.)) 00654
WRITE (07,31) 00655
N6599XS) 00656
03 725 I.l,00S 00657
03 775 J1.NSYS 00658
EKX.ORTIC)2,I,J)_P4T1C(1,l,J) 00659
IF ((Na) 102,724,72' 006607'? 0KX0NX/17. 00661AJWJ,1. 00662
01 V010056 00663
S0M.SU'.76S3sx 00664
AXZ.AX7.AVSF (061, 00665774 RATIO(2,N)VS.J).0K, 00666

725 CONITSUR 00467
WRITE (02,49) (PWIIC)2,NNXS.J),J.1.5N06) 00668

49 FCR"41)50,ALI2/) 00669
729 CCNTIN"P 00670

060.716/53 006710RV610I00T6/0J 00672
DKY.S7PT(ONY/)AJ-1,)) 00673
*12.662/43 00574AJ.Wj-1.0 00675
WPITE (&2.4') 0KX,W,7,DKy.AJ 00676

49 FCPSWT)IHI.//// 1-IEAN OIFFERENCN TN CCNCESTRWTICR*.F6.2, 00677
1/9 WRSCL))TE MEAN DIFFERENCE *,F4.7,/ 00678
2* STSSOARO TFVI0TIC' CF THE MFAN*,E6.7,/* OEGPEES CF 0 00619
2*FRFF3O'*,Fb./) 00680
L.3 00681
WRITE (37,03) 00687

Figure 34. Listing of program diffusion (Continued).



SIIPRTUTINF TTATE(AP5,xLCw,55yO,cpCI,SpCT.J) 00001 TTY!6(4#lI5) 00063D1'IESSIC'J APSI?) 00002 CCTTYIH(46CH4) 00064c!#T5 4(10,207) 00003 DThITYIN)4#EQ0.) 00065PDX PCM)XLT.) 00004 E=TTyI5(4HXIN) 00066Y*P2V#IO 00005 F.1TY15(4HC0A) 00067A(1,J).RGsSATI.p6y.CPTT 00006 WLCSTTYIN(HHLCN.) 00068X)2.J)RX8AC(.TT,A5y.5RCT 00007 ALATTTYI5(4HLAT=) 00069PFTUS( 00009 105 DEC.(4A.)H'CC4CI)Afl.)3.14IS9,1g3. 00070157
S0LI)E 00009 E0(D04)1*FGCI)/4fl.)6o. 00011SOHXTUTINF (H.AZ.I#UN.DIIM) 00010 X64.(3CT,EUT)A15.0)#o. 00072CC'1'JTF THE ALITTOS) 447 4714019 CF THE suN 00011 T7564-WLCN 00073TIXI IS PACIFIC 00711541 TIME 30012 7T.TT3.I4154/Iq7. 000Th51 IT )I0,20),I4AIN 00013 T4AHS(TT( 00075IT OPITTVIN(HH55) 00014 ALAT=ALAT3.j4159/ISQ. 00076lP1TyT)AH')4) 00015 Z=SISFCT/)CCSF(ALAI)TASF)OEr)_515F(AL4T(.CCSF)T) ) 00077

00016 47=41441(7) 00078IPT=I'I4IP 00017 IF (I)) 121.170,123 00079ST IT 10 00018 120 IF (47) 121.121,122 0008020 IPT.'DPI.ITI)/3677. 00019 121 47?43.)41P4.Az 0008110 GCT=THT,7. - 00020 XI IC 126 00082HLTNI?4.0567 00021 122 A?1.)359,AZ 000534)41.44.64 00020 ST IT 126 00084TIATE )H-I).H-14=7.H-2j=3,5-ITh4.91Th5,CT6ER 00023 123 IF (47) 124,174,125 00085I7AIF.TTY('(4H0Ay) 00024 124 0Th-AT 00086AT TT)(00,I01,102,103,104.105,156),ISATE 00025 (0 IT 126 00087CCTPJTF 0ECLIAAIIT) 75 440 490 140 OF 1161 IN #65 00026 125 A73.I41S9A7 00088105 44.15. 30027 126 CCSTIS'E 00089
00025 5145=5 10. )ALAT)SISF)DEC),CTSF(ALAI).CCSFIOEC)ACOSF)T) 00090CF-D.71 00029 CCSH.SINF)T)ACTSF)IFC)/SINF)47) 0009170030 ALE.A9S)SIS0/CCSs) 00092E=-36.l 00031 694745F)4LT( 0009300032 REF((1..?S./h0.)/60.).3.14159/18O. 00094SC TI lAS 00033 9H5,AEF 0009510) A47X 00034 94111 (02,1) .XEF,X7 00096847A 00035 I FTMMAT(lIM SXr$5 ALT. ,FI0.6.I24 PEFPACTICN .110.6, 0009?CTh-0.A 00036 4/164 4715)14 01 505 ,F10.6) 00098
00037 #11054 00099[4-If,? 00038 (4)) 00)00
00039 SH9)T15A FSECT (FL,XP.VP,C) 00)013111 lOS 0004)) 0)6155105 4(I'.N),C)?0,3).P)2,8),O)6,1) 00)02102 54=1?. 0004) C 96011 RESECITCO PHASE 00)03
50042 C HEAD TO )AEFINES PLATE ASS SHOUND CCCR5S CF PEHECTION POINTS 00104
00093 1501 00)0500044 FL.FFIO(I)/25.4 0010600045 C FL I)) FOCAL LENGTH 0010,F=0.57 00046 IPLATFFFTN)1( 00108ST IT 105 00047 IMASF.FFIS)I) 00109101 AA)).D 00045 09F1'1)1) 00110
00049 OP.FFPi(1( 00111cr=-i.9s 00050 MR.fr!5)(( 0011277.2.1 00051 DC ID 1.1,17401 00)13E.Hb.1 00052 9)I.I).FFIN)I) 001141.7,47 00053 fl)I.3))FFI4II)-XPI,I001. 00)15AT II 105 00054 N)I,7((FFIS1)-5P,I000. 00116174 444.D 00055 MP=FFII(I) 00117614.6 00056 10 CCNTTHSF 001)8CC-1.QS 00057 DC 15 II.IM40E D011(37.3.1 00058 RRFFIUI) 00120LIA,3 00059 9)I.4).FFTS(3) 00121F.C.AP 00060 9(I,5)FFI4)3( 00122AT IT (05 00061 9)l,H)FFT'4)3 00123116 AAITYI(4HIEC=( 00062 TI' 00124
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ISITIAL OPPC lOATIOs OF 040004 P8040101090 00125 C CONTO! 7107 TO NCO9AL 000ATTONS 0018700 679 J=),2
00126 00 610 1.1,6

ooieeC(1.J500PJ)31 00127 00610 Jot.?
00180C(?,j)oO. 00120 O 619 0=1.?
ooiooNOR C(3,J)1. 00129 610 O)1,J)D(1.J)P(0,!,().P)K,J,l, 00191AI1JJST APPRCXI94TE 42101U19 040AMETFOS FOR SWISS 097 ZO

oo 639 l=1? 00130
00131

C FOE407 00L(JIIOS
00 699 1=1.6 00192

00193D)1.t)5(2.I.l)-9(3,I.1) 00132 S.S61(0(1,1)
00194609 0)2,TO)2,l.3)-M(1.I.3) 00133 ) 699 9=1.7
001050)2,2)0)2.2) 00134 690 fl(l.J),I'(I.J)/S9R)(1,3)(l))2.1 lD)l.1).D)7.2).0)1,Dfl/D)2,4, 00135 IF )1-4)697,696,6Q,. 00196

00136 693 IPI=I,1 00197
00137 00699 1l),ô 00198
00138 DO 649 i=L.7 00199

00200C(2,1)00I1(1) 00139 669 0(L.J)09)L.J)-JII,Ll.fl(I,J) 00201C)3.1)0017(7) 00160 C RACO 501.70107 0020208lE900.7107 F6C10405 19 C 40047 00141 696 0)b,7)=L)6.7)/D)4,6)610 C(4,))=C(3.2)°C)3,3, 00142 DO 691 1=1.5 00203
00163 501=6-I 00204C)9.1)C(2.0) 00144 N8IPI.991,l 00205

00206C1l7.l1=_C10,Z)=C)7,9) 00145 00690 JNIIPI.6
0020?C)11.1 )C(0.2)C(0,3) 00146 690 D)99T,710(SII,7)-o{J,7)*n(9..q,J) 00208C)1T,1I=C)3,0) 00147 691 0S'11,7.roUl11,7)/rN91,.JMj) 00209Cl)0.?ICIS,I)C)2.l) 00048 110 676 1=4.6
00210C)11,')C(5.110C)2,I) 00149 6?5D)1,7)*[(1,7)OC)1,3) 00211C(12,)C(2,I)0C(2,2) 00150 C 4110 L!6ST SLI080S 9FSULTS TO 044006 P404901089 19 C ARRAY 0021200151 00 626 J.).9
00213C)1),3lC(S,1)C)3.l) 00152 C(1,J)091,Jl,0)J.3.7) 00214C)12.3)-C(3,1)C(2,l) 00153 c)4,J)=r)J.7)
0021500154 Ctj,J)5941))._C)4,j)C(4.J))C(9,7)C (1,1 )C)3,3)-C)12.2)C(7,3) 00159 C(6.J)=C (2.J)°C)5,I).C)3,J)c)4.J) 00216
0021700156 Cl?.J).C(l.J)C)5,J)..C(2,j).C)4,J) 0021800167 C)2.J)=t16.J)C(5,7)C(0,))C(),3),C(11.1).C)3,I) 00158 626C)3.J)C)7,J) 00219

00159 0 TEST 499I100t CF CORRECTIONS FOR 00105161105 PARAOTERES 00220
0022100 61' 1=7,9 00160 50 620 1=1.0
002220)1,1)00. 00161 IF 9SU)(1.7.0,oO1)629.420.610 00223ClI.7)=-C)1-(.3)

C(l.7)C)13.2) 00142
00163

620 C?NTTO'F
170? 00524C)13,16IC{5,1.6) 00164 GO TO 610 00225

C)14,T-6)-C)4,I=6, 00165 C C00EO PARAIETRS 001801 00226
612 CUS,1=9)o7. 00166 763 WITF(30,532) 002276010 )3''63),I7O 00167 WRTTV7,S0P) 00228

CLEAS S0874L EQIJAIICS 0 ARRAy TO 7000 00168 9011' (92,506) IPLAIF,(C)l.J) .0.1,3) 00229
00230613 00 516 1=1,5 00169 40170 (77,579)
00231DO 614 Ly,7 00110 9P110 )'2,50) 16L#TC,)C)3,J),J.l,3)
0023,2614 D)1,J)'. 00111 00117 2.S2R) IPLATF,)C)3,J),J.l,3) 00233CO'IRUTE p (CR15 FOR POSECTICs PASS POISTS 00112 WPITF (32,5301 IPLAIF
0023400519 \U1.T0405 00173 0T0 (02.933) ))C'T,J),J1,3(,I4,6(
0023500 614 0I,9 00174 927 F0RRYT(/49H PLATF 00 00 20) 002366(9 C)16,0)p)91',9.3)-Cl1,5( 00179 920 FORIAT)17,3(20,714.?((

00116 529 000941)/57H PL4TE OOFGA PH! 0408*)
00237
002381)0 627 L=l1,27 00177 530 008'lATl,300 CR!ENIA110N 941810 FOP 0L417 .17) 00239DC 603 11's 00178 53? F0494T)/929 00105141106 P00490700 C00ECTION LIOlT 15 0.00001) 00240

620
C(L,fl=c)0,1).C(16,1 ) ,C(lc,2).r()4,2(.C(K,3)=C).16,3,
696*) 00119

00180
F0044T (18.0)00.014.7))
RETJ0 00241

190 621 I1.0 00181 00242
0024300 902 L=1,4 00182 S56O'TIs7 LEASIFIT (6,90,8)
0024457? P)t,L1o(Rl79,l=1(0r(L,16,3_)_FL(.Cu16,1,),C)11,3) 00183 0TMESSIOS 00(10,10) .01(10) .8)9) .2100)10,1) 0024500 1123 (5.7 00104 COS'IOS 0)10,200)
00244623 P11,5)51-9 )t'.1*t)C)'.L-4).).FL)0C)1.3,L-4))0C)t,3)/c)57,3) 00185 C 4.5000 V8OIARLFS,S0.90, OF OATA,RCCFF 0024?601 P)t,9)-P(I.)) 00186 66J1
00248
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DC is r=j,00 00249
AY)J).0. 00250
DC Is 1I.7C.l 00251
XY(J(.KY(J)**(J.flA(N,1) 00252

(0 0(110) 00253
(S CCOT1'II1 00254

DC 20 s=i.s 00259
DC ? J=i.O' 00256
XX(j.E)0. 00257
DC o I.(.SC 00259
XA((.A)Xi(J.0)'X(J.I)X)K.I) 00259

01) C001I'/JF 00260
CALL 0471(0 (Xi,K),711X.0,DFTFRM( 00261
DC 3(1 JI.S) 00262

00263
DC 3) 1.(,KA 00264
9(J) .0(J) *DX(J,I)4Y(j) 00265

30 CCSTIS'11 00266
WPIIF (02.1) 00267
((PIT) (/(1.,) ()(J(.J.IKR) 00268

00269
00 oo .0 00270
20.70.0 (0,J) AX )JJ( 00271

40 CCOTTO'JC 00272
RXX7. 00273
((0 57 00274
))AXAAX*H (J)AXY (J( 00275

SD CC)4T1'P)L 00276
00277

pFS.(vy-qx4)/IDF 00278
49170 ((2.3) )ES.1o' 00279

I FCR1)DT (370 LEAST 55 ESTI9ATE CF OARAMETERS 00280
1 FCAOD( )23 'IFS)) SO F RFS!((tJALS4 E16.1.5A.492F .13) 00281
A FC041 (7)11 VARIANCr_CCVPRIAIICE MATRIX ) 00282
S FCX'442 (/4) (9.!)) 00283

WRITE )2,A( 00284
WAITO ((7,5) ))Xi)I.J(.IA1.XK),JAI.KR) 00285
91100 (77,7) 00286

7 FCP48T (A V FIT CF V YFST 06) 00287
SC 73 J.i,IC 00288
ESTY.7.0 00299
DC 67 0),00 00290
ESTV.XSTY*X (Xl 0 (K,J) 00291

40 CCSTTODE 00292
OTF.I)(.J(ESTY 00293
XPITA 1)2.0) A(5,J(.FSTY,0(F 00294

6 FCRAAT)3F(b.7) 00295
70 CCOTIO)C 00296

00297
E"O 00298
SImOCUTINE 'IATINV(A,1(.R,M,DETER)4) 00299
MATRIX ISAESSIC1( #1111 ACCCMPA4VISX SOLUTION CF LINESM EQUATIONS 00300
D?EOSICS (PIVCT(Io), 8)10,17). 8(10.1). INOEXUO.2). 61900(10) 00300
OF7FAOAI.0 00302
07 20 J.i.o 00303

,0 IPIACT)J(A0 00304
DC 551 1.1.0 00305
50420.) ECU PTDCT ELEXENI 00306
AAAXAI.0 00307
DC 135 j=i. 00306
IF )I'IACT(J(l( 05, lN, 90 00309

00 DC 117 A=1, 00310

IF )IRIVCT)K)1) RU. 100, 740 00311
AD IF (Ul1S))A(A))AMSF)4)J,K))) AS, 100. 100 00312
99 IACW.J 00313

ICOLIX.) 00314
AMAX.A(J,K) 00315

100 00511/IC 00316
105 CCNTIOUE 00317

IPIACT )TCCLJ'I),IPIVCT )ICCL)J) .1 00318
INTEOCHANGE 0065 70 607 PIVOT ELEMENT CS TIAGONAL 00319
IF )TRCA_ICCLIVI) 142, 260. 142 00320

140 XFIF,9-OETER'I 00321
DC 200 L.1,( 00322
1966.9 (IRCA.L) 00323
A)IR19.L) .4) ICCLUM.L) 00324

290 A)ICCL()1,L)ASWAP 00325
(Eli) 7NQ /60, 210 00326

lID XC 051 L.I. 00327
5WAP.5(IRCA,L( 00328
A(IRCA,L)H(ICCLIVI,L) 00329

290 A(ICCL/U,L(ASAAP 00330
260 I,ITEX)i,l).iRCA 00331

INOEX(I,2)ICCLUM 00332
PIVCT)I).A(ICCU)M.ICCLUH) 00333
DETERO.UFTER'IPIVCT (1) 00334
DIVINE PIVOT ROW ((2 211)01 ELEMENT 00338
A)ICCLO 1, ILOLI)1I),I .0 00336
XC 377 L.(,l 00337

350 A) ICCLU',L) A5) ICCLU).L) /PIVCT (II 00338
IF).)) 11)0, 390. 360 00339

369 DC 37)) L.I.3 00340
370 P(IC1LU.L)U(ICCL'P).L)/PI9CT(I) 00341

PEOJCE I42IACT 90/5 00342
390 DC 55)) LI.1.'.) 00343

IF(Ll_ICCLDM( 40)). 9N0 471) 00344
400 TAA(L1.ICCLS'1( 00345

A(LI,ICCL)M(.J.0 00346
00 430 L.I,S 00347

490 A (LI ,L(9 (LI ,L)-A( ICCLIVI,L)T 00348
IF).)) 550. 590, 460 00349

490 DC 57!) L.1.1 00350
500 9LI,L.8L1.LI.RICCLUM,L1 00351
SSD CC1JTIOI)E 00352

ISITESCIANAE 0010059 00353
XC 710 1.1. 30354
LANAi-I 00335
IF (I1JDFX)L,((INDFX)L.2() 63X, 7(3, 630 00356

630 JPC.JIN0EX(L.I( 00357
JCCLI)i.IN0CR(L,?( 00358
SC 73 XIS 00359
SNAP.A),,JACA( 00360
A(R.JAC(.A)X,JCCLU'X) 00361
A)R,JCCIIAX)ASWAP 00362

795 CCOTTOUF 00363
717 CONTINUE 00364
76)) RET JAS 00365

ES)) 00366
Fl(RCIIC9 REFLECT (41,66) 00367
4.61-4)) 00368
B.4!.A0 00369
C.5INF)A)2 00370
D.5I'4F)8)X2 00311
E.TI(F(9)A2 033'D

Figure 35. Listing of subroutines (Continued).
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F=T\lFCN)**2 00373
MEFLTAS(A/+C/T)/2. 00374
EN!) 00375
StJPRCUTINE TICCCN()CAM3,XT.J,FL.IPI1CT) 00376
flTiENSICN XT(3),CAMC(3,5,3) 00377
CC1MCN (1U,?iO) 00378

D =i'3 00379
XTCK)AMtIP1CT,2,K)*X(1.J).CAM(IPHC1,3,K)*X(2J), 00380

I CAMC(IHCT,4,()*(_FL) 00383
XflI5=S!)T(XT(1)**2.XT(?)**2+XT(3)**) 00382
DC 00383
XTCK,=XTc)>/Xt)tS 00384

00385
END 00386
SLRCIJTINE UCCCr) (CAMC.XT,xPG,J,IPHOT) 00387
1I1EN5ICN CfC(3,5,1),XT(3).XeG(2) 00388
XPG(l)CAMC(TPMCT,1.1 )_XT(1)*CAMC(IPHCT,1.3)/*T(3) 00389
XpG(?)=CAC(IPH!)T,1.?)_XT(2)*CAMC(IpHCT,1,3)/XT(3) 00390
PFTURN 00391
END 00392
SI'BPCJTINE AN('LFSCXT,*S,FL,J.CAN,CCA.TAB,SLJNP) 00393
DIMENSION XT(3),XS(9) 00394
D1V=cPT (XT(1)**2+XT(2)**2) 00395
CAN4SF(DIV/XT(3)) 00396

ANC,LE ETEEN PAY 1" AIR AND VERTICAL 00397
CANATANF (CAN) 00398
STNC3.750STNF(CAN) 00399
CCSC= (1.0_SINC**2) **(5 00400
TANC=SINC/CCSC - 00401
ANGLE NFTWEN AY TO CAMERA AJD VERTICAL UNDER WATER 00402
CCA=4TANF(1A!C) 00403
FT!)!V/TA'lC 00404x3sTxr)1**2.x2*.2,FTa*2 00405
1=XT(1)/XUIS 00406

X7XT(2)/XUIS 00407
x3=Fr/xr)Is 00408
CCSR=x1*XS(1)+x20xS(?).x3exS(3) 00409
SINSGRT(1.C-C!)SA**2) 00410
TAN SI1B/ASF(C0S) 00411
ANGLE RETWEEN SUN AN)!) CAMERA RAYS UNDERWATER. 00412
B=ATANF(TANI 00413
8=3.I4l,R265M 00414
TAR=R-3.14159/2. 00415
CCS_XS(4)*XT(1)_XS(5)*XT(2).XS(6)*XT(3) 00416
STNJRSQPTU.00CS)0*?) 00417
TANR5I.B/ASF(CCSR) 00418
SUNJRTATANJF(TANB) 00419
1F (COSU) 6fl,61,261 00420
SlJNR3.141S9-StJNP 00421
RETURN 00422
END 00423

Figure 35. Listing of subroutines (Continued).
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Input data for the program are from four sources, These are

general information from the teletype, photo coordinates and film

densities from LUN 1, ground control coordinates from LUN 3, and

waste concentration measured by fluorometers from LUN 19.

The following information is to be typed on the teletype after

the hollerith constant is printed during program execution,

No, Hollerith Remarks
Constant

1, DTIM Time difference between flights in

seconds.

2, GPM Effluent flow rate in gallons per minute,

3. VEL Estimated velocity in feet per second,

4, 1PMX Number of photos in first flight,

5, DATE Day of photography (see line 23 of

listing in Figure 3),
6, HRS Hour of photography.

7, MIN Minute of photography,

8, IGO Type in 1 if the photo values in the array

are to be averaged and the maximum

value printed on the teletype for each

section across the waste field or 2 if

this is not required,
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No. Hollerith Remarks
Constant

9. B1 Coefficient for the linear term relating
the photo value to waste concentration.

10, B2= Coefficient for the squared term
relating the photo value to waste

concentration,

11. PHOT Photographic identification for

symbolic plot.

12. DATE Day for the heading on the symbolic

plot.

13. M0 Month for heading on the symbolic plot.

14. Repeat items 4 through 13 for the

second flight,

LUN1

Sample input from LUN 1 is shown in Figure 36. As the input

on this LUN is mostly from the digitizer the Z value (densitometer

voltage) is always recorded but is not always used in the computa

tions. In the sample input there were two photos in the first flight

(lines 1 through 359) and three in the second flight (lines 360 through

1336). In Figure 36, lines 1 through 33 and lines 360 through 398 are

read with free form input while the other lines are read on a fixed

format,

Description of the input data one LUN 1 follows



Item

1.

2.

3

5

7
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Line Remarks
No.

1 Camera focal length in mm for photo 1

of flight 1.

2 Photo number in flight (00001), number
of photo control points on the photo-

graph (006) and the X, Y, Z photo
coordinates of the principal point.

3-4 Point identification number and the X,

Y, Z values of control points. This

series is repeated six times to input
photo coordinates.

5 0. 0 to indicate end of current float
coordinates (none in this example)

6 Identification number and the X, Y,
Z photo coordinates at the head of the
plume and at a point along the plume.
These points are used to orient the
array about the plume.

7 Reciprocal of exposure time, f-number
film gamma, and wind direction.

8-9 Eighteen film densities on the
standardized grey scale,

10-15 Identification number and the X, Y, Z
values measured on the grey scale
with the red filter in the densitometer.
Only the voltage in the Z coordinate is

used in computations.

16-21 Same as lines 10-15 except readings

are with the green filter,
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Item Line Remarks
Nc.

10. 22-27 Same as lines 10-15 except readings
are with the blue filter.

11. 28 Focal length in mm for photo number
two of the first flight.

12. 29 Photo number, number of control
points and X, Y, Z photo coordinates.

13. 30-31 Same as lines 2-4.
14. 33 0. 0 to indicate end of current float

coordinates (none in this case).
1 5. 34-70 Film densities for points outside the

plume with one line being required for
each point. The first number on each
line is the photo number followed by

the point number which is less than 200.
The point number with the X, Y, Z
values are repeated three times to input
the red, green and blue film density
voltages. The green film density
voltage is the Z value of the center
group while the blue or red can be in
either the first or third group, The

red film density voltage is always
larger than the blue value.

16. 71-358 Same as lines 34-70 except the points

are in the waste field and are numbered
between 300 and 399.

17. 359 Blank card to indicate end of flight 1.
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Item Line Remarks

No.

18. 360 Same as item 1 except for photo 1 of

flight 2.

19. 361 Same as item 2

20. 362-363 Same as item 3

21. 364 Same as item 4

22. 365 Same as item 6

23. 366-367 Same as item 7

24. 368-385 Same as items 8, 9 and 10

25. 386 Same as item 1 except for photo 2 of

flight 2.

26. 387 Same as item 2

27. 388 Same as item 3

28. 389-390 Point identification number (900 or

greater) and X, Y, Z photo coordinates
of current floats.

29. 392 Same as item 4

30. 393 Same as item 1 except for photo 3 of

flight 2.

31. 394 Same as item 2

32. 395-396 Same as item 3

33. 398 Same as item 4

34. 399-458 Same as item 15

35, 459-1335 Same as item 16

36. 1336 Blank card to indicate end of input data.

LUN 3

Sample input from LUN 3 is shown in Figure 37. This LUN

contains the ground coordinates of the photo control stations and some
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initial orientation parameters for the five photographs. On the lines

containing four numbers, the numbers are the point identification num-

her, and the X, Y, Z state plane coordinates for the photo control.

The control data must be listed in the same sequence as the photo

coordinates were listed on LUN 1. Lines in Figure 37 containing

three numbers list the initial approximation of the camera station

coordinates (X, Y, Z). The lines containing 0.0 and 1.0 list the sine

and cosine values of the initial approximation of the photo azimuth.

LUN 19

A partial listing of data on LTJN 19 is also shown in Figure 37.

Each line contains the position number, X, Y state plane coordinates

of the boat, waste concentration in milliliters per liter and the

sampling depth. A blank line is inserted after the data to indicate

end of data.

Output from Pro gram

Output from program diffusion is on LIJNS 2, 4 and 20, The

output on LUN 2 includes the photo orientation matrix, current float

coordinates, statistical information from subroutine leastfit,

symbolic plots, a plot of difference in concentration between flights

and diffusion coefficients. The output on LUN 4 is used for more

detailed statistical analyses of photo values (R - R ) and boat
ph pho
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concentrations. The photo concentrations and ground coordinates

are read out on LUN 20.



INP.1T L-QN 1
709.13 0000100001 006 34173 04551 3857 205 02360 01874 1952 207 01981 05700 1848 0000?

305 06309 00941 3853 305 06244 03798 1852 307 05100 06163 1846 00003
328 06223 08336 1846 00004

0.0 00005
001 03358 02173 1854 002 08523 01571 1854 00006

200 5.6 -3.0 4.2 00007
0.0 0.25 0.46 0.67 0.87 1.27 1.77 1.48 1.67 1 .87 2.08 2.28 7.48 2.67 00008
2.88 3.07 3.27 1.47 00009

624 07551 04543 2423 525 02551 04543 2661 676 02551 04544 2841 00010
677 72553 04544 3067 628 02551 04538 3048 629 02550 04648 3461 00011
610 32550 04554 3697 631 02550 04546 3932 632 02550 04541 4181 00012
613 07550 04544 4437 434 02550 04544 4733 635 02550 04543 5060 00013
616 02550 04542 5368 637 02550 04444 577 638 02550 04543 6072 00014
639 37950 04546 5446 540 07550 04543 6836 641 02950 04544 7319 00015
742 37590 04542 2425 743 02550 04543 2658 164 02590 04543 2540 00015145 02550 04543 3034 145 02590 04547 3233 747 02533 04546 3434 00017748 D'40 04544 3557 149 02419 04539 3887 750 02431 04543 4129 00018
751 0743! 04543 4395 752 02431 04545 4654 753 02431 04544 4953 0001974 07431 04043 5267 155 02430 04545 S5B 756 02430 04545 5935 00020
751 07431 04545 6285 758 02430 04544 6682 759 02430 04545 7127 200216o 07430 04543 2424 801 02435 04540 2662 802 02435 044j 2845 00022
803 17535 04542 3030 804 02415 04543 3034 805 02435 04542 3439 00023
866 02435 04544 3654 807 02435 04541 399k 808 02435 04544 4132 00024
809 07439 04544 4390 810 02434 04542 4661 811 02434 04544 4957 00025
812 37434 04543 5269 813 02434 04543 5588 814 02434 04544 5955 00024
935 3?434 04542 6320 815 02434 04544 6121 817 02434 04543 7170 00027

208.13 00028
90002 005 34286 04310 1917 00029

306 37795 03779 1916 301 03546 05543 1916 328 02574 07766 1914 00030
426 058S4 02187 1919 407 05526 06673 1916

0.0
-

00033
00003 100 31163 03533 2874 101 01181 03634 3129 102 01143 03633 3719 00034
00001 303 37242 03452 3878 104 02242 03452 3231 02242 03452 2931 00035
00001 106 05269 03459 0877 107 03259 03464 3167 128 03259 03443 3805 00036
03001 109 03938 03974 3837 110 03938 03378 3197 III 03935 03974 2907 00037
09001 112 459j 03586 7895 119 04591 03589 3193 114 04591 03587 3847 00038
07001 115 05410 04700 3695 114 05410 04200 3121 1i 35410 04199 2865 00039
00001 118 36379 03974 0951 119 06376 03994 3115 120 06376 03992 3711 0004000001 171 35723 04738 37 322 06701 04741 3124 123 06771 04738 2842 5fl041

00002 139 07719 03169 4154 140 07719 03159 3431 141 07719 03169 2964 00064
00002 142 37019 03070 2929 143 07019 03072 3339 344 07019 03071 4048 00065
00002 145 04154 03030 4057 149 06154 03033 335 14 06154 03033 2956 00066
00002 148 75021 02930 793 149 06021 02931 3308 150 05021 02831 4012 00067
0000? 151 06995 01470 4194 157 05995 05478 3462 153 06995 01471 2981 00069
00002 154 07959 03904 7951 159 07859 03505 3408 156 07959 03505 4128 00069
08002 17 09120 03298 4054 158 05128 03298 3365 59 06177 03300 2950 00070
00001 300 03587 02249 2999 301 03597 02249 3123 302 03597 02249 3494 00073
00001 373 03603 02344 3517 304 03603 02344 3141 305 03603 02343 2892 00072
08001 306 03687 02313 7925 307 03697 02312 3210 306 03697 02312 3624 00873
00001 309 30687 02391 3427 310 03697 07391 3078 311 03597 02392 2866 00074
00001 312 33699 02485 7927 313 03699 02685 3229 314 03499 02485 3668 00075
00001 315 03599 02649 3891 316 03699 02648 3759 317 03699 02649 2938 00076
00001 318 03883 02739 2945 319 03903 02230 3282 320 03883 02230 3997 00077
00001 321 03893 02307 375j 322 039,3 02309 3246 323 03893 02310 2936 00078
00001 324 01994 02607 2937 325 03#o. 07407 3223 326 0389402407 3667 00079

00002 397 39357 04916 2999 399 Ø836 06915 3275 399 08360 04815 3831 0035690002 300 o939 04951 3711 301 O83s 04951 3189 302 08340 04951 2964 0035700002 303 89393 05386 7883 304 08393 05194 3746 35 08393 05186 3796 00388
30359208.13
0036000001 004 14249 04794 1971
00361205 05089 00762 1975 005 03778 0598o 1974 098 03440 03812 3974 00362089 07301 04404 1q79
003630.0
00364700 94 -3.1 4.0
303650.0 0.26 0.48 0.5 3.97 1.07 1.01 1.49 1.47 1.97 2.05 2.28 2.48 2.67 00366

2.89 3.07 1.27 3.47
00367670 13603 04459 2427 603 03623 04697 2467 902 03623 04457 2850 00368663 71523 04458 3057 904 03603 04497 3057 905 03603 08451 o462 00369

606 11823 04457 3631 607 03973 04659 3949 409 03673 04459 6169 30310609 0380) 04458 4446 510 03623 04458 4739 931 03623 04458 5050 30371612 31521 04409 5347 613 03623 04497 5596 634 03623 06657 6065 00372610-33573 0447 9419 916 03603 04458 4859 4j7 03673 08457 7312 20373
700 03623 0449? 2327 101 03673 04458 2633 700 03473 04458 2910 00376773 31823 04457 3004 704 03623 34457 3236 725 03473 04657 3402 3Q375
704 01503 04451 3638 707 03623 04451 3849 76 03423 06457 8092 00376709 11621 04457 4317 210 03473 04457 4611 731 03473 08458 6914 30317
712 0323 04458 5204 713 03623 04657 5518 734 03673 04457 5879 3037979 71873 04457 5726 716 03673 04858 4423 71' 03623 04459 7053 30379
6O 03623 04456 7415 901 03673 04658 2450 902 03473 04851 2632 30380873 71623 04459 3023 804 03603 04458 3223 905 03623 08459 3419 30381806 33623 04456 3617 807 03673 34457 387k 808 03623 04458 8114 30382
919 01923 04458 4353 910 03623 04858 4534 911 03673 04859 8930 00363812 33423 04457 5234 813 03623 04457 5567 834 03673 08857 5923 00388
835 31603 04457 6274 816 03623 04847 4479 97 03673 04856 7129 30385

208.13
30386

00002 063 04319 04367 1924 00317
097 06640 02154 1924 099 00281 04105 34473 05615 1924 00368
901 37574 04794 1923 902 03804 04658 1923 903 0386 04558 1924 00369
904 34624 03874 1924 905 05630 03394 1926 906 35498 04685 1923 003900.0

30392298.13 00393
00003 004 04030 04299 1974 00394

094 07656 06138 1874 095 00156 05525 1974 Q1 00007 01536 1974 00395
475 03675 02536 1878 00396

0.0
3039600001 300 70449 04469 4459 101 00648 04467 3159 102 00648 04468 3291 00399

00003 103 03900 09393 3217 104 03600 28393 3701 305 009'o 05192 4383 00400
00001 106 77173 05759 4359 107 0?1'3 05259 3673 108 02173 05258 3250 00401

00003 151 01j44 06404 4579 152 0)040 06803 3937 353 030.4 06808 3361 0045600003 154 03295 03625 3316 355 01296 03836 3889 156 01296 03439 4628 0045700003 157 36964 04960 4602 159 06964 04960 393g. 159 06968 04960 3300 0045807001 300 05925 02557 4467 301 05955 02557 3741 302 05925 02557 3245 0045900003 303 35929 02653 3215 306 05075 02554 3664 305 05975 02654 829? 0046000001 326 05925 02758 4459 307 09675 02758 1157 308 05925 02758 3753 00561

06003 384 31569 07558 3350 396 0259 07558 3988 386 0'670 07558 8632 0133300003 397 17670 07795 4653 386 o7,7 0779' 4005 389 07670 07798 3384 0133800003 390 37870 37982 3417 391 07670 07983 4063 392 07670 07982 8734 01335
71336

Figure 36. Sample input, LUN 1.



706 1071095 374493 1.3 97.0 1070383 376722 3.1 5.0707 1072953 3739bb 2.3 98.0 1070451 376377 3.1 5.0305
306

10643.
10717P

3785j
178449

1.3
1.3

98.3 1070456 376273 3.1 5.0

307 1071606 377145 5.1
99.0
99.8

1070666
1070452

376031
37575k

7.4
6.3

5.0
5.0308 107S366 378157 172,1 100.0 1070449 375685 4.1 5.0

1071900 6303 Soo 101.0 1070432 375339 4.1 5.0
0.0 i.o 101.5 1070385 375158 4.1 5.0

306 1O7127 37849 101.8 1070357 375049 13.5 5.0
307 l07l60 377145 P5. 102.0 1070338 374977 13.5 5.0
308 1075463 37817 177, 103.0 1070250 374629 12.2 5.0406 107014s 31s93 1.5 103.5 1070226 374444 8,5 5.0407 1074421 l412u '1. 104,0 1070201 374258 12.2 5.0

1072200 340000 soo ios.o 1070131 373899 11.0 5.0

205
0.0 1,0
106834? 3753 1."

106.0 1070127 373536 8.5 5.0

206 1071096 374493 1,,
107.0
108.0

1070028
1070028

373199
372866

8.5
8,5

5.0
5.098 1)69978 173447 1.5 108,2 1070025 372791 8.5 5.099 1070403 376350 1.5

108.5 1070022 372679 3.1 5.01070303 374700 4200
109.0 1070015 372491 3.1 5.0

97
0.0 1.0
1069533 3797'9 1.5

110.0 1070201 312319 3.1 5.0

99 137e40o 376350 1.5
111.0
112.0

1070324
1070301

372476
372724

2,0
3.1

5.0
5.0306 1071274 378489 1.5 113.0 1070261 372937 4.1 5.0107o70 178400 4200 114,0 1070145 373102 8.5 5.0

94
0.0 1.3
1072026 11045 1.5

115.0 1069993 373252 7,4 5.0

95 1077229 379652 1.5
116.0 1069922 373425 4.1 5.0

97 1069530 379657 1.5
116.4
117.0

1069866
1069781

373484
373572

5.?
14.8

5.0
5.0

406 lO7nlSs 18j693 1.5 117.5 1069682 373666 16,1 5.0
1071000 318C0 4200 118.0 1069583 373760 13.5 5.0
0.0 1,0 118.6 1069463 373865 9,7 5.0

INPUT LUN 3 PARTIAL INPUT LUN 19

Figure 37. Sample input, LUNS 3 and 19.
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